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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Power Committee 
 
FROM: Gillian Charles, Energy Policy Analyst 
 
SUBJECT: Geothermal energy potential and the Newberry Geothermal Energy 

research facility 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
Presenter: Alain Bonneville, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) 
 Laura Nofziger, AltaRock Energy 
 Rebecca O’Neil, PNNL 
  
Summary: Mr. Bonneville, Ms. Nofziger, and Ms. O’Neil will be presenting an 

overview of geothermal energy as a baseload renewable resource. In 
particular, they will be discussing what the potential is in the region, the 
costs and barriers to development, and the advantages and differences 
between conventional geothermal and enhanced geothermal systems 
(EGS). 

 
 On Monday, June 13 (the day before the Power Committee meeting), 

several Council members and staff will be taking a tour of the Newberry 
Geothermal Energy (NEWGEN) research facility near the Newberry 
Volcano. This site is one of five finalists for the Department of Energy’s 
Frontier Observatory for Research in Geothermal Energy (FORGE). If 
selected, it will become the dedicated national research facility for 
scientists and engineers to develop and test new EGS technologies and 
help further the deployment and commercialization of EGS. 

 

http://www.nwcouncil.org/


Relevance: The Seventh Power Plan identified conventional geothermal as a potential 
renewable resource for compliance with state Renewable Portfolio 
Standards. One advantage geothermal has is that it produces a consistent 
output similar to a baseload resource like natural gas and coal. Variable 
energy resources like wind and solar produce energy intermittently, solely 
dependent on when the wind blows and the sun shines (except when 
combined with energy storage). To date, development of conventional 
geothermal resources in the region has been limited due to its high 
development risk, but the technical potential, particularly in 
Central/Southern Oregon and Idaho, is significant. 

 
The Seventh Plan identified EGS as an emerging technology that has 
significant potential in the future Northwest power system. Action item 
ANLYS-14 directs Council staff to monitor and track development, costs, 
potential, significant milestones, and early demonstration projects and 
commercial deployments. 

 
Workplan:  Power Division A.4.3 – Implement Seventh Power Plan and related 

Council priorities – Generation Resources – Track emerging technologies 
and development trends related to generating resources and utility scale 
storage. 

 
Background:  Conventional geothermal energy requires the simultaneous occurrence of 

high temperature, permeable rock below the Earth’s surface and the 
natural presence of a fluid source or hydrothermal reservoir. EGS only 
requires hot rock – the rest is engineered through fracturing to create 
permeability and the injection of fluid from an often, but not always, man-
made source. While conventional geothermal requires expensive drilling 
for the right combination of natural occurrences – and often results in “dry” 
hole wells – EGS manufactures those occurrences and thereby minimizes 
the risk of high cost exploratory drilling. However, additional risks come 
with EGS, including issues caused by fracturing the rock (“fracking”) that 
can sometimes lead to seismic activity or fluid seepage tampering natural 
bodies of water nearby. 

 
The NEWGEN project is led by PNNL, in partnership with Oregon State 
University, AltaRock Energy, GE Global Research, and Statoil. 

 
More Info:  http://www.newberrygeothermal.com/   

There is a short video if you scroll down the page – it describes EGS and 
the proposed research facility at the Newberry volcano. There is also 
additional information regarding the facility and the process. 
 

 Alain Bonneville, Ph.D, PNNL. Dr. Bonneville is a Laboratory Fellow and 
geophysicist who joined the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory in 
2009. He is the principal investigator of a diverse range of projects 
involving basic and applied research in geological storage of CO2, 
geophysical monitoring techniques and geothermal energy. Between 2009 

http://www.newberrygeothermal.com/


and 2013, he led the PNNL Carbon Sequestration Initiative. Prior to this 
role, he was a full professor of Geophysics and vice director of the Institut 
de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP). He has made contributions to 
various domains of Earth sciences, from the study of intra-plate volcanism 
to marine heat flow and geodesy. During the 1990s, as a professor at the 
University of French Polynesia, he became a recognized specialist of the 
geodynamics of the South Pacific and founded the Geodetic Observatory 
of Tahiti with support from NASA and CNES. 
 
Laura Nofziger, Senior Vice President and Managing Director, AltaRock 
Energy. Ms. Nofziger has 15 years of energy industry experience in 
production, reservoir and fracture stimulation engineering and 
management. Laura previously served as eni Petroleum’s Production 
Manager over their Nikaitchuq asset on the North Slope of Alaska where 
she was responsible for overall management of Production & Operations 
activities. As production manager, she managed a team of more than 200 
people, a 40,000 BOPD processing facility, over 40 extended-reach 
horizontal wells, and the asset’s operating budget. Prior to her position at 
eni, Laura was the lead engineer for AltaRock Energy (ARE), where she 
developed the Stimulation and Well Testing Best Practices for the 
Geysers demonstration project while being responsible for all production, 
stimulation, well testing and logging cost estimates, procedures and field 
execution. Prior to AltaRock Energy, Laura worked as a production 
engineer for several independent oil and gas companies, overseeing 
onshore Southern US assets. 
Laura holds a BS in Petroleum Engineering from The University of Texas. 
 
 
Rebecca O’Neil, PNNL. Ms. O’Neil is a program manager for Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, serving as the lab relationship manager for 
the US DOE EERE Wind and Water Technologies portfolio as well as lab 
initiatives related to regulatory development for energy storage. She joined 
PNNL in 2015 from the Oregon Department of Energy, where she spent 
five years representing the agency on water power development; 
administering the renewable portfolio standard and environmental 
commodities; emerging technology such as energy storage and regional 
integration issues; and managing a multi-million dollar portfolio of federal 
grants ranging from agricultural efficiency to wood stove replacement in air 
quality limited regions of the state. Before her state service, she managed 
the multifamily energy efficiency program for a contractor of Energy Trust 
of Oregon and represented a coalition of river conservation and recreation 
organizations in federal hydropower dam licensing. She serves on multiple 
organizational boards and advisory groups related to renewable energy. 
 

 
 
 

 



Enhanced Geothermal Systems

The Energy Under Our Feet
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Geothermal Energy

The deeper you go the hotter 
it gets.



Using the Earth’s Heat

• Drill wells into fractured or porous 
rock

• Pump or self-flow water to surface
• Direct use of heat

– Heating and cooling
– Industrial processes – food drying, 

washing
– Aquaculture

• Power Generation
– Flashed Steam
– Binary
– Dry Steam Combined heat and power at 

Chena Hot Springs, Alaska

Conventional or Hydrothermal Energy
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Where is it?  
Geothermal Power Generation Worldwide

As of 2006, geothermal 
energy produces 9402.1 
MWe from ~250 
geothermal power plants in 
22 countries.

Producing Country Megawatts Producing Country Megawatts 

United States 2900 Kenya 127

Philippines 1900 China 32

Italy 790 Turkey 21

Mexico 953 Russia 79

Indonesia 797 Portugal (Azores) 16

Japan 535 Guatemala 33

New Zealand 345 France (Guadeloupe) 15

Costa Rica 163 Taiwan 3

Iceland 322 Papua New Guinea 60

El Salvador 151 Germany 7

Nicaragua 77 Total 9,402.1 MW 



Where Do We Find It?
• Volcanic areas
• Thin crust
• Deep sedimentary basins
• Deep faulting



Volcanic Areas – Ring of Fire



Thin Crust – Basin and Range
Crustal thinning brings heat close to the 
surface in the Basin and Range, the 
Rhinegraben in Europe and the East African 
Rift Valley as well as other places..

Geothermal well test in the Basin and 
Range of Nevada



Deep Sedimentary Basins

Radioactive decay of 
isotopes in granitic 
basement rocks is 
trapped by insulating 
sediments.

Geopressured geothermal power 
plant test at Pleasant Bayou, LA



Deep Faulting

Faults extending deep in the 
earth bring high temperature 
fluids near the surface.

Test of new well for district heating 
system, Boise, Idaho.  Deep 
faulting brings hot water to shallow 
depths in Boise, other areas of 
Idaho.
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Heat Stored in Rock

1 
km

29,300,000 BBL of Oil 
Equivalent  

or 
11,400,000 MWh

200ºC

ΔT=10ºC 

1 km3 Granite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture JPEG sent to Matt for possible clean-up/clarity issues.  Sent e-mail req. 10.25/07 10.08am
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Enhanced Geothermal Systems

Cold water is circulated through created 
or enhanced fractures, heated by the rock 
and returned to the surface where it is 
used for heat or power.



EGS Technology
How it works



Altarock Confidential 13

The Future of Geothermal Energy

• The Future of Geothermal Energy: Impact of Enhanced Geothermal Systems 
(EGS) on the United States in the 21st Century

– http://geothermal.inel.gov/publications/future_of_geothermal_energy.pdf

– 12 member panel lead by Dr. Jeff Tester through MIT

• Conclusions:
– EGS power is technically feasible today

– 50,000 MW of EGS power could be on line by 2050 with no federal investment

– 100,000 MW by 2050 with federal investment of ~$350,000,000

– Resource extends across US

– Significant potential in areas with high temperature oil fields

– Best resources economic today at high temperature, shallow sites

– With incremental technology improvement, cost can be cut in half

– With learning by doing and innovative technology improvement cost can be 
reduced for deep resources to ¼ cost with current technology

http://geothermal.inel.gov/publications/future_of_geothermal_energy.pdf
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Enhanced Geothermal Systems
What is EGS and how does it does it differ from conventional geothermal 

Hydrothermal Systems
- Natural permeability
- High flow rates
- Few big systems
- Located in Western US
- Exploration expensive 

• Must find temperature with 
permeability

• Drilling is needed 
• Dry hole rate remains 80%

-Economic even for low temperatures 
->2800 MW on line
-98% average availability

Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS)
- Low or no natural permeability
- Reservoir must be engineered to:

• Obtain high flow rates
• Develop good heat exchange area

- Exploration risk reduced
• Temperature only needed
• Drill deeper to get greater temperature

- Large systems can be developed
- Uses proven state of the art drilling 

technology
- Fracturing technology developing
- Potential for CO2 sequestration
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EGS Technology
How it works

• Exploration
– Existing data – water or oil wells, mining 

holes
– Temperature gradient holes
– Determine target depth based on 

economics
• Drill injector
• Create reservoir by stimulation

– Evaluate borehole to identify natural 
fractures, stress field

– Injection from surface
– Stimulate natural fractures and map

• Drill producers into fractured volume
– Restimulate if needed to improve 

connection
– As many as 4 producers per injector
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EGS Advantages

• Zero emissions
• Low cost, renewable electricity
• Small plant footprint
• Widely distributed 
• Much greater availability than 

wind and solar >95%
• Long project lifespan up to 30 or 

more years
• CO2 sequestration
• Reduce cost and improve 

performance using CO2 in the 
reservoir

• 1 km³ of rock cooled 20°C = 
29,300,000 BBLs oil equivalent

• Enormous un-tapped energy resource for baseload power generation
• Only known source of renewable energy with a capacity to carry large base loads. 
• Significant U.S. reserves located in areas of power demand
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Cost Centers and Technology Improvement
• Exploration/Information gathering-Cost of Risk Reduction  

– 50% reduction in cost of risk
– Better information – HT borehole televiewer, HT 3 component seismometer
– Reduces drilling risk and resource risk as well as cost risk on depth to resource

• Cost of drilling 
– 20% reduction in cost of drilling
– Eliminate one casing string – available from oil and gas technology
– Improved rate of penetration through better bits – developed by Sandia – can be licensed

• Reservoir Stimulation
– Double the flow per well from 40 l/s to 80 l/s without thermal breakthrough
– Reduce the stimulation cost by better stimulation design (do it once, do it right)
– Chemical stimulation methods
– Improved instrumentation HT borehole televiewer, HT 3-component seismometer 
– Fracture design code

• Power Plant
– 20% improvement in conversion efficiency
– Improved turbine design
– Best available binary technology

• Reservoir Management
– Modeling software
– Prevent or correct thermal breakthrough-chemical stimulation/
diversion
– Reduce risk of scale or short circuit through rock/water, rock/CO2 
interaction
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Economics
High Temperature System

300°C at 4 km
• With current technology ~7.8¢/kWh
• With improved technology 5.4¢/kWh
• Areas for technology improvement

– Conversion cycle efficiency
– Drilling cost reduction/risk reduction

• Fewer casing strings
• Higher hard rock ROP
• Better measurement while drilling for HT 

(risk↓)
– Improved stimulation technology

• Better zone isolation
• Better reservoir understanding

– Stress measurement
– Fracture ID
– Higher flow per producer
– Single well test methods

% of LCOE, Improved System

Pow er Plant

Royalty

Contingency
Exploration

Wells

Other w ellf ield-
Pipes, pumps, 
stimulation

% of LCOE, Baseline System
Pow er Plant

Contingency

Wells

Other w ellf ield-
Pipes, pumps, 
stimulation

Royalty

Exploration


Chart2

		0.5788989512

		0.6770195967

		1.4999891658

		2.2771262843

		0.289954882

		0.1436411063



Power Plant

Royalty

Contingency

Exploration

Wells

Other wellfield-Pipes, pumps, stimulation

% of LCOE, Improved System



1A.CASE ID

		GETEM:  Geothermal Electricity Technology Evaluation Model

		A Technology Characterization Tool for the Geothermal Technologies Program,

		U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC

		Please Read:				CAVEAT				below.				<<===				<<===				<<===				<<===

		GETEM Version:						GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)								(BETA-1C Version)						More mods to Input Sheets

		Technology Coverage:						Electricity Production Systems in United States, circa 2004-2005

				Resources:				Hydrothermal and Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS)

				Conversion:				Air-Cooled Binary and Water-Cooled Flashed Steam (1 or 2 flashes)

				Field:				Well Costs, Downhole Production Pumps

								Reservoir Drawdown and Makeup Estimates.  Thermal and Pressure-Based

		User enters Case Name and File Name here, in Yellow Areas:

		Binary Case Name:		Case Name:				EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

				File Name:				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Flash Case Name:						EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

				File Name:				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Authors and Contributors:

				Dan Entingh, PERI						General plan, economics factors and calculations.

										Original arrangement of system performance and cost sheets.

										Estimates for exploration and confirmation costing.

										Drawdown and makeup functions and costs.

				Greg Mines, INEL						Performance and cost of power plants, production pumps, injection pumps.

										General arrangement of I/O, system, O&M, and power plant sheets

				Chip Mansure, SNL						Cost of wells, based on recent geothermal experience.

				Susan Petty, Consultant						Geothermal field practices and cost factors.

				Gerry Nix, NREL						Technical guidance, GUI, user needs.

		Caveat:

				This model and its documentation were prepared as required work under a subcontract from the National

				Renewable Energy Laboratory to Princeton Energy Resources International, Rockville, MD.

				The estimates and correlations for the performance and costs of geothermal electric power

				systems are intended for use in analysis of government policies, and should not be construed

				or represented as "official" U.S. Department of Energy estimates of performance and or cost of

				any real geothermal power system or any of its components.  The authors do not

				recommend or endorse any of the technologies described and characterized here.

				Do not attempt to use this model without having access to the GETEM Users Manual.

				Status of GETEM Users Manual:								Incomplete as of June 15, 2005.

		To request changes in this workbook:

				a.		For general changes, contact Dan Entingh, dentingh@periqh.com.

				b.		For changes in power plant and field pump estimates, contact Greg Mines, minesgl@inel.gov.

		Examples of worked cases:

				As delivered, this version of GETEM shows a few changes in Sheets 3A and 3B, Inputs,

				as examples of how to calculate a particular enhanced system.

				To return that to the baseline condition, set the values in the middle column (Col D) of the altered rows to 1.

		You may enter comments in the area below:

		This is the 2010 hydrothermal assist case.  The assumption is that no further research improvements take place in the US other

		than what will also assist hydrothermal, eg, reduced cost of drilling and improvements in conversion efficiency already under

		way.  This assumes that there is no net gain from the current research at Soultz that is under way.



&LGETEM V1.09&C&A &P / &N&RRUN on:  &D  &T



1B.TOC

		GETEM:  Geothermal Electricity Technology Evaluation Model

		A Technology Characterization Tool for the Geothermal Technologies Program,

		U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, DC.

		GETEM Version:						GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Table of Contents:

		Sheet:

		1A		Title Page and User-Entered CASE Identification Data

		1B		Table of Contents

		2		Main Summary Sheet - Summary of cost of power, with capital and operating costs and net output.

				Requires Input for type of system (binary or flash)

		3A		User Inputs for Air Cooled BINARY System												(Includes SNL well cost equations.)

		3B		User Inputs for FLASH Steam System												(Includes SNL well cost equations.)

		4A		Detailed Outputs for Air Cooled BINARY System

				(Right hand page includes summary with percentages, and the Gerry Nix Commemorative Pie Charts)

		4B		Detailed Outputs for FLASH Steam System

		5A		System Calculations for BASELINE BINARY system.  Notes for all Systems sheets.

		5B		O&M costs details for BASELINE BINARY system

		6A		System calculations for IMPROVED BINARY system.

		6B		O&M costs details for IMPROVED BINARY system

		7A		Details of BINARY Power Plant Performance & Costs (BI-1 and BI-2 systems)

		7B		Enthalpy Decline and Makeup Calculations for all (Hydrothermal and EGS) Binary Systems.

		8A		System calculations & notes for BASELINE FLASH system.

		8B		O&M sosts details for BASELINE FLASH system

		9A		System calculations for IMPROVED FLASH system.

		9B		O&M costs details for IMPROVED FLASH system

		10A		Details of FLASH Power Plant Performance & Costs

		10B		Flow Decline and Makeup Calculations for Flash Systems

				-- End of this package of spreadsheets --

		21		Details of scaling system O&M costs to system capacity.   Not in this package.  Contact Greg Mines if you need it.  Dec.15.04

		Recent History:

		Vers.		110-A				Revision Date:						Apr.01.2005				Revisions by:				glm		[a]

				110-B										Jun.14.2005				Revisions by:				dje		[b]

		NOTES:

		[a]		Revisions include adding process and cost details for dual and single flash, and merging binary and flash into single wookbook.

		[b]		Revsions include adding makeup wells for binary & EGS (ethalpy drawdown) and flash (pressure and flow drawdown).

				Also, new well cost correlations from A.Mansure, SNL, added June.14.2005.



&LGETEM V1.09&C&A &P / &N&RRUN on:  &D  &T



2.Summary

		GETEM		SUMMARY SHEET

		Version		GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name		EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name		GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date		6/14/16

		Cost of Electricity		Year:		Baseline		Improved		% Change

						2005		2010

				cent/kWh		72.48		43.26		-40%		**

		Input the type of system in Cell B4:                                   B for binary, FS for flash-steam		B		After inputting system type, proceed to input sheet for that particular type of system

		Inputted Parameters

		Geothermal Fluid Temperature		C		150		150		0		$   - 0

		Plant size		MW		30		30		0		$   - 0

		Production well depth		( feet )		13,123		13,123		0		$   - 0

		Cost of Power Breakdown

		Exploration and Confirmation		cent/kWh		1.05		0.80		-24%		**

		Well Field Capital		cent/kWh		23.18		12.21		-47%		**

		Well Field O&M		cent/kWh		1.88		1.01		-46%		**

		Field, Non-well Capital		cent/kWh		4.09		2.53		-38%		**

		Field, Non-well O&M		cent/kWh		26.48		14.64		-45%		**

		Plant Capital		cent/kWh		6.28		5.99		-5%		**

		Plant O&M		cent/kWh		1.73		1.65		-5%		**

		Royalty		cent/kWh		5.86		3.24		-45%		**

		Contingency		cent/kWh		1.93		1.20		-38%		**

		Net Plant Output (to the grid)		Mw(e)		23.20		24.33		5%		**

		Output - Capital Costs										$   - 0

		Total Project Capital Cost		$K		$   426,754		$   278,521		-35%		**

		Field Cost		$K		$   330,814		$   190,438		-42%		**

		Total Explor. & Confirm. Costs		$K		$   12,272		$   9,811		-20%		**

		Well Costs		$K		$   270,789		$   149,658		-45%		**

		Other Field Costs (non-well cost)		$K		$   47,753		$   30,970		-35%		**

		Plant Capital Cost		$K		$   73,345		$   73,345		0%		$   - 0

		Misc (Contingency)		$K		$   22,596		$   14,738		-35%		**

		Total Annual O&M Costs		$K		$   7,891		$   6,279		-20%		**

		Total Plant O&M		$K		$   2,584		$   2,584		0%		$   - 0

		Total FieldO&M		$K		$   5,306		$   3,695		-30%		**



&A



3A.BI-Input

		GETEM		BINARY SYSTEM INPUT SHEET

		Version:		GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		BINARY Case Name:		EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name:		GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

						Baseline		Change		Improved

		Case Date:		6/14/16		2005				2010

		Cost of Electricity, cent/kWh				72.48		-40%		43.26		**

		Input				Baseline		Change		Improved				Note:  All inputs are in the first two columns, C and D, except:

		Global Economic Parameters										$   - 0		the few inputs in the E column are indicated in yellow.

		Fixed.Charge.Rate		Ratio		0.128		1.00		0.128		$   - 0		FCR:  From NEMS, 2005 = 0.128 (DJE)

		Utiliz.Factor		Ratio		0.95		1.00		0.95		$   - 0		This utilization factor is based on G. Mines evaluation of air cooled

		Contingency		%		5%		1.00		0.05		$   - 0		in early 2005.  See GETEM Documentation.

												$   - 0

		Input parameters										$   - 0

		Temperature of GT Fluid in Reservoir		Deg-C		150		1.00		150		$   - 0		From: Soultz Conditions, Current

		Plant Size (Exclusive of Brine Pumping)		MW(e)		30.0		1.00		30.00		$   - 0

		Number of independent power units				3		1.00		3.00				Added step to reflect effect of multiple plants on operating staff

		Brine Effectiveness (exclusive of brine pumping)		Calculate Y or N		Y				Y		$   - 0

		If N (no), enter value in cell C19 and/or E19		W-h/lb		8.00		1.00		8.00		$   - 0		glm 7-5_3

		Calculated Brine Effectivenss		W-h/lb		4.63		1.20		5.56		**		## 1.20 = Changed per G. Nix from 1.15

		Brine Effectiveness		W-h/lb		4.63				5.56		**

		Apply improvement to reducing flow requirement or increasing power output		F - flow or           P - power				F						This switch allows user to use increased efficiency to either

		Plant Cost		Calculate Y or N		Y				Y		$   - 0		reduce needed flow or increase MW output (at same flow).

		If N (no), enter value in cell C24 and/or E24		$/kW		$   1,800		1.00		$   1,800		$   - 0

		Calculated Plant Cost		$/kW		$   2,445		1.00		$   2,445		$   - 0		= 0.5 cent drop in COE requires change of 0.89

		Plant Cost		$/kW		$   2,445				$   2,445		$   - 0		Exclusive of brine pumping.

		Wells Cost Curve:   1=Low, 2=Med, 3=High				2		1.00		2		$   - 0		Set to 1, 2, or 3

		PRODUCTION WELL Depth		Feet		13,123		1.00		13,123		$   - 0

		Estimated Cost, from SNL Curve		$K/well		$4,098		---		$4,098		$   - 0		Year 2004 US$

		User's Cost Curve Multiplier		ratio		1.200				1.200		$   - 0		1.2 X for Directional Drilling. (TBD)

		Producer, Final Cost		$K/well		$4,918		0.80		$3,934		**		Set Producer TIO on this line.

		INJECTION WELL Depth		Feet		13,123		1.00		13,123		$   - 0		Year 2004 US$

		Estimated Cost, from SNL Curve		$K/well		$4,098				$4,098		$   - 0		Reduce cost 20% per Sandia goals

		Injector, Final Cost		$K/well		$4,918		0.80		$3,934		**		Set Injector TIO on this line.

		Surface Equip Cost/Well		$K/well		$   100		0.90		$   90		**		Reduce cost of surface equip due to low P

		Explor.success		Ratio		0.80		1.10		0.88		**		injection and therefore lower pressure equipment

		Power.Found		MW(e)		600		1.00		600		$   - 0		Will find large volumes of hot rock.

		Number of Confirmation wells		Count		2		1.00		2		$   - 0

		Conf.success		Ratio		0.80		1.10		0.88		**		2010

		Inj/Producer		Ratio		0.33		1.00		0.33		$   - 0		Soultz: 3 production zones, 1 inj.

		Spare Prods		Count		- 0		1.00		- 0		$   - 0

		Well stimulation		Y- yes or N - no		Y				Y		$   - 0

		Stimulation cost		$K/well		$   500		1.00		$   500		$   - 0		Two fracs per well.

		GF Pump Efficiency				80%		1.00		80%		$   - 0		* Per Petty & Mines colloquy, Dec 17.

		Pump type		L=lineshaft;           S=submersible		L				s		**		Submersible P from Industry by 2010.

		Flow per LINESHAFT pump		gpm/well		332		1.00		332		$   - 0

		Inputted pump depth		ft		2,000		1.00		2,000		$   - 0		changed per susan petty

		Lineshaft pump cost		$K		$   300		1.00		300		$   - 0

		Flow per SUBMERSIBLE pump		gpm/well		395		1.00		395		$   - 0		changed per susan petty

		Aditional drawdown for flow>1500 gpm		ft/100 gpm		- 0		1.00		- 0		$   - 0		[] Pressure drop for EGS here?

		Pump depth		ft		2,000		1.00		2,000				* [] Related to Add'l Drawdown

		Submersible pump cost		$K		$   250		0.90		$   225		**		Cost of submersible reduced due to planned oil field industry improvements in setting in packer, no production tubing

		Injection pump dP		psi		100		1.00		100		$   - 0		[] Soultz ?

		Injection pump cost		$/hp		$   700		1.00		$   700		$   - 0

		Temperature Drawdown Rate:      Input		%/year		3.33		1.00		3.33				Thermal Drawdown Rate Input

		Result A:  Life of nominal reservoir		years		5				5				Effect of thermal drawdown

		Result B:  Loss of discounted revenue		%		22.5%				22.5%				Effect of thermal drawdown

		Annual O&M non-labor (fraction of plant cost)		%		1.5%		1.00		1.5%		$   - 0		More contracted work

		Annual O&M non-labor (fraction of field cost)		%		1.0%		1.00		1.0%		$   - 0

		Number of O&M staff				14.6		1.00		14.6		$   - 0

		You can enter Notes below this line:



&A

Greg Mines:
pump depth should not exceed well depth
line shaft pump depth limited to ~2,000 ft

Greg Mines:
Input changes in the cells that are highlighted in yellow.  If no changes are made, the calculation will use the value shown.  

Values with the gray font are calculated values (example cell C14 - calculated value for brine effectiveness)

Values with red font are tied to an "yes/no or A/B" calculation

Ranges: Set to <= 0.6%/yr for hydrothermal.  For EGS, set to <= 7.
 DJE May 11, 2005.

Greg Mines:
moved cell D26 to D25; added multiplier on D24 that is applied to C24 to get E24
moved cell D21 to D20; added multiplier in D19 that is applied to C19 to get E19
Note - when a less expensive plant is used as the baseline, there is no correction made to reduce the performance of the baseline plant.

DJE:  Jul 06, 05.
Correlation good up to 250 C, only.  Per glm, Jul 05.

Correlation good up to 250 C, only.  Per glm, Jul 05.

TIO

TIOP



3B.FL-Input

		GETEM		FLASH SYSTEM INPUT SHEET

		Version:		GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		FLASH Case Name:		EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name:		GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

						Baseline		Change		Improved

		Case Date:		6/14/16		2005				2010

		Cost of Electricity, cent/kWh				7.79		-30%		5.47		**

		Input				Baseline		Change		Improved

		Global Economic Parameters										$   - 0

		Fixed.Charge.Rate		Ratio		0.128		1.00		0.128		$   - 0		FCR: From NEMS, 2005 = 0.128 (DJE)

		Utiliz.Factor		Ratio		0.90		1.00		0.90		$   - 0

		Contingency		%		5%		1.00		5%		$   - 0

												$   - 0

		Input parameters										$   - 0

		T,gf reservoir		C		400		1.00		400		$   - 0

		ncg level ( based on total flow)		ppm		200		1.00		200

		H2S level (based on total flow)		ppm		2		1.00		2

		Number of flashes		1= 1 flash, 2= 2 flash		2				2				Costs and performance are based largely on dual flash

		Plant Size (Exclusive of Brine Pumping)		MW(e)		50.0		1.00		50		$   - 0

		Number of independent power units				1		1.00		1				glm 3

		Condenser type		S=surface;           DC= direct contact		S				S

		NCG Removal		J = jet;                     VP=vac pmp		VP				VP				Costs and performance based largely on vacuum pump

		Brine Effectiveness (exclusive of brine pumping)		Calculate Y or N		Y				Y		$   - 0

		If N (no), enter value in cell C24 and/or E24		W-h/lb		8.00		1.00		8.00		$   - 0

		Calculated Brine Effectivenss (net, no pumping)		W-h/lb		46.72		1.10		51.42		**

		Brine Effectiveness (net)		W-h/lb		46.72				51.42		**

		Apply improvement to reducing flow requirement or increasing power output		F - flow or              P - power				f				$   - 0		This switch applies cycle performance improvement to either reduce needed fluid flow or increase output from the power block (using nominal fluid flow).

		Plant Cost		Calculate Y or N		Y				Y		$   - 0

		If N (no), enter value in cell C29 and/or E29		$/kW		-				-		$   - 0

		Equipment cost multiplier for installed cost				2.53		1.00		2.53		$   - 0		Value for baseline is from NGGPP study

		Calculated Plant Cost		$/kW		$   862		1.00		$   856		**		Exclusive of brine pumping.

		Plant Cost		$/kW		$   862				$   856		**

		Wells Cost Curve:   1=Low, 2=Med, 3=High				2		1.00		2		$   - 0		Set to 1, 2, or 3

		PRODUCTION WELL Depth		Feet		13,123		1.00		13,123		$   - 0

		Estimated Cost, from SNL Curve		$K/well		$4,098		---		$4,098		$   - 0		Year 2004 US$

		User's Cost Curve Multiplier		ratio		1.900				1.900		$   - 0

		Producer, Final Cost		$K/well		$7,787		0.80		$6,230		**		Set Producer TIO on this line.

		INJECTION WELL Depth		Feet		13,123		1.00		13,123		$   - 0		Year 2004 US$

		Estimated Cost, from SNL Curve		$K/well		$4,098				$4,098		$   - 0

		Injector, Final Cost		$K/well		$7,787		0.80		$6,230		**		Set Injector TIO on this line.

		Surface Equip Cost/Well		$K/well		$   100		0.90		$   90		**

		Explor.success		Ratio		0.80		1.10		0.88		**

		Power.Found		MW(e)		500		1.00		500		$   - 0

		Number of Confirmation wells		Count		2		1.00		2		$   - 0

		Conf.success		Ratio		0.80		1.10		0.88		**

		Inj/Producer		Ratio		0.33		1.00		0.33		$   - 0

		Spare Prods		Count		- 0		1.00		- 0		$   - 0

		Well stimulation		Y- yes or N - no		Y				Y		$   - 0

		Stimulation cost		$K/well		$   596		1.00		$   596		$   - 0		Two fracs per well

		Wells Pumped		Y- yes or N - no		Y				Y

		Unpumped well flow rate		lb/h		118,000		1.00		118,000				[] (GLM) Doesn't match earlier model - 900 gpm

		GF Pump Efficiency				80%		1.00		80%

		Pump type		L=lineshaft;           S=submersible		L				s		**

		Flow per LINESHAFT pump		gpm/well		650		1.00		650		$   - 0

		Inputted pump depth		ft		2,000		1.00		2,000		$   - 0

		Lineshaft pump cost		$K		$   300		1.00		300		$   - 0

		Flow per SUBMERSIBLE pump		gpm/well		650		2.00		1,300		**

		Additional drawdown for flow>1500 gpm		ft/100 gpm		- 0		1.00		- 0		$   - 0

		Revised pump depth		ft		2,000		1.00		2,000

		Submersible pump cost		$K		$   250		0.90		$   225		**		Cost of submersible reduced due to planned oil field industry improvements in setting in packer, no production tubing

		Injection pump dP		psi		100		1.00		100		$   - 0

		Injection pump cost		$/hp		$   700		1.00		$   700		$   - 0

		Drawdown Rate for Flow/Well:          Input:		%/year		8.00%		1.00		8.00%		$   - 0		Input for Rate of DrDwn of Flow/Well

		Result A:  Discounted No. of Makeup Wells		number		6.1				6.1		$   - 0		Effect of flow drawdown

		Result B:  Loss of discounted revenue		%		8.4%				8.4%		$   - 0		Effect of flow drawdown

		Annual O&M non-labor (fraction of plant cost)		%		1.5%		1.00		1.5%		$   - 0		EPRI NGGPP indicates higher O&M for flash plants (note that pump replacement is included separately)

		Annual O&M non-labor (fraction of field cost)		%		1.0%		1.00		1.0%		$   - 0		EPRI NGGPP indicates higher O&M for flash plants (note that pump replacement is included separately)

		Number of O&M staff				16.3		1.00		16.3		$   - 0

		You can enter Notes below this line:



&A

Greg Mines:
pump depth should not exceed well depth
line shaft pump depth limited to ~2,000 ft

Greg Mines:
Input changes in the cells that are highlighted in yellow.  If no changes are made, the calculation will use the value shown.  

Values with the gray font are calculated values (example cell C14 - calculated value for brine effectiveness)

Values with red font are tied to an "yes/no or A/B" calculation

Greg Mines:   Jul 05 05
I locked this row - this function does not work for flash plants - currently; I will work on it

TIO
TI
TIO

TIOP



4A.BI-Output

		GETEM				BINARY SYSTEMS OUTPUT PAGE

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name				EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Cost of Electricity				Baseline		Improved		% Change

				Year:		2005		2010

				cent/kWh		72.48		43.26		-40%		**

		Exploration and Confirmation		cent/kWh		1.05		0.80		-24%		**				Summary of Results (LCOE, Cent/kWh)

		Well Field Capital		cent/kWh		23.18		12.21		-47%		**

		Well Field O&M		cent/kWh		1.88		1.01		-46%		**				A. Basline Case				Capital		O&M		Total				% of all

		Field, Non-well Capital		cent/kWh		4.09		2.53		-38%		**																Costs

		Field, Non-well O&M		cent/kWh		26.48		14.64		-45%		**				Expl & Conf				1.05		0.00		1.05				1%

		Plant Capital		cent/kWh		6.28		5.99		-5%		**				Well Field				23.18		1.88		25.06				35%

		Plant O&M		cent/kWh		1.73		1.65		-5%		**				Field, Other				4.09		26.48		30.57				42%

		Royalty		cent/kWh		5.86		3.24		-45%		**				Power plant				6.28		1.73		8.01				11%

		Contingency		cent/kWh		1.93		1.20		-38%		**				Royalty				0.00		5.86		5.86				8%

		Output - Capital Costs										$   - 0				Contingency				1.93		0.00		1.93				3%

		NOMINAL net output to grid		Mw(e)		23.20		24.33		5%		**				Total				36.53		35.96		72.48				100%

		Brine Effectiveness		w-h/lb		3.58		4.51		26%		**				% of all Costs:				50%		50%		100%

		Power after drawdown effects		ratio		0.77		0.77		0%		$   - 0

		LEVELIZED net output to grid		Mw(e)		17.97		18.85		5%		**

		Plant Capital Cost		$K		$   73,345		$   73,345		0%		$   - 0

		Plant Capital Cost		$K/kW		$   3,162		$   3,014		-5%		**

		Exploration Well Cost		$K		$   369		268		-27%		**				B. Improved Case				Capital		O&M		Total				% of all

		Confirmation Well Cost		$K		$   11,803		9,443		-20%		**																Costs

		Other Exploration		$K		$   50		$   50		0%		$   - 0				Expl & Conf				0.80		0.00		0.80				2%

		Other Confirmation		$K		$   50		$   50		0%		$   - 0				Well Field				12.21		1.01		13.22				31%

		Total Explor. & Confirm. Costs		$K		$   12,272		$   9,811		-20%		**				Field, Other				2.53		14.64		17.16				40%

		Confirmation Wells Used for Production		count		1.6		1.76		10%		**				Power plant				5.99		1.65		7.63				18%

		Remaining Production Well Cost		$K		$   200,896		$   110,054		-45%		**				Royalty				0.00		3.24		3.24				7%

		Spare Production Well Cost		$K		0		0		0%		$   - 0				Contingency				1.20		0.00		1.20				3%

		Total Producers		count		42.4		29.7		-30%		**				Total				22.73		20.53		43.26				100%

		Total Injection Wells		count		14.0		9.8		-30%		**				% of all Costs:				53%		47%		100%

		Injection Well Cost		$K		$   68,893		$   38,603		-44%		**

		Total Wells		count		56.9		39.8		-30%		**

		Well Field Costs		$K		$   269,789		$   148,658		-45%		**

		Other Well Costs		$K		$   1,000		$   1,000		0%		$   - 0

		Well Costs		$K		$   270,789		$   149,658		-45%		**

		Simulation Cost		$K		$   28,228		$   19,772		-43%		**

		Surface Piping and Equipment Cost		$K		$   5,646		$   3,559		-37%		**

		Downhole Pump Cost		$K		$   13,215		$   7,086		-46%		**

		Injection Pump cost		$K		$   664		$   554		-17%		**

		Other Field Costs (non-well cost)		$K		$   47,753		$   30,970		-35%		**

		Field Cost		$K		$   330,814		$   190,438		-42%		**

		Misc (Contingency)		$K		$   22,596		$   14,738		-35%		**

		Total Project Cost		$K		$   426,754		$   278,521		-35%		**

		Output - O&M Costs										$   - 0

		Facility Operations Staff		count		14.6		14.6		0%		$   - 0

		Plant Labor Cost		$K		$   1,484		$   1,484		0%		$   - 0

		Plant Non-Labor Cost		$K		$   1,100		$   1,100		0%		$   - 0				Legend for Pie Chart Sectors:

		Total Plant O&M		$K		$   2,584		$   2,584		0%		$   - 0				1. Exploration and Confirmation

		Well, Non-Labor Cost		$K		$   2,816		$   1,581		-44%		**				2. Wells in Field, after Confirmation phase

		Other Field Non-Labor Costs		$K		$   2,297		$   1,921		-16%		**				3. Field, Other (Pipes, Pumps, Well Stimulation, Make Up Costs)

		Field Labor Costs		$K		$   194		$   194		0%		$   - 0				4. Power plant

		Total FieldO&M		$K		$   5,306		$   3,695		-30%		**				5. Royalty

		Total O&M Costs		$K		$   7,891		$   6,279		-20%		**				6. Contingency



&A

DJE: Added May 10, 2005

DJE:  Added May 10, 2005
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5A.BI-Sys-1

		GETEM				FLASH SYSTEMS OUTPUT PAGE

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name				EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Cost of Electricity				Baseline		Improved		% Change

						2005		2010

				cent/kWh		7.79		5.47		-30%		**

		Exploration and Confirmation		cent/kWh		0.73		0.58		-20%		**				Summary of Results (LCOE, Cent/kWh)

		Well Field Capital		cent/kWh		1.90		0.48		-75%		**

		Well Field O&M		cent/kWh		0.20		0.20		-0%		**				A. Basline Case				Capital		O&M		Total				% of all

		Field, Non-well Capital		cent/kWh		0.30		0.13		-55%		**																Costs

		Field, Non-well O&M		cent/kWh		1.64		1.37		-17%		**				Expl & Conf				0.73		0.00		0.73				9%

		Plant Capital		cent/kWh		1.56		1.55		-1%		**				Well Field				1.90		0.20		2.10				27%

		Plant O&M		cent/kWh		0.73		0.73		-0%		**				Field, Other				0.30		1.64		1.93				25%

		Royalty		cent/kWh		0.50		0.29		-42%		**				Power plant				1.56		0.73		2.29				29%

		Contingency		cent/kWh		0.24		0.14		-40%		**				Royalty				0.00		0.50		0.50				6%

		Output - Capital Costs										$   - 0				Contingency				0.24		0.00		0.24				3%

		NOMINAL net output to grid		Mw(e)		48.88		48.97		0%		**				Total				4.72		3.07		7.79				100%

		Brine Effectiveness		w-h/lb		45.67		50.37		10%		**				% of all Costs:				61%		39%		100%

		Power after drawdown effects		ratio		0.92		0.92		0%		$   - 0

		LEVELIZED net output to grid		Mw(e)		44.79		44.87		0%		**

		Plant Capital Cost		$K		$   43,117		$   42,780		-1%		**

		Plant Capital Cost		$K/kW		$   882		$   874		-1%		**

		Exploration Well Cost		$K		$   1,168		849		-27%		**				B. Improved Case				Capital		O&M		Total				% of all

		Confirmation Well Cost		$K		$   18,689		14,951		-20%		**																Costs

		Other Exploration		$K		$   100		$   100		0%		$   - 0				Expl & Conf				0.58		0.00		0.58				11%

		Other Confirmation		$K		$   100		$   100		0%		$   - 0				Well Field				0.48		0.20		0.68				12%

		Total Explor. & Confirm. Costs		$K		$   20,057		$   16,000		-20%		**				Field, Other				0.13		1.37		1.50				27%

		Confirmation Wells Used for Production		count		1.6		1.8		10%		**				Power plant				1.55		0.73		2.28				42%

		Remaining Production Well Cost		$K		$   35,537		$   6,482		-82%		**				Royalty				0.00		0.29		0.29				5%

		Spare Production Well Cost		$K		0		0		0%		$   - 0				Contingency				0.14		0.00		0.14				3%

		Total Producers		count		6.2		2.8		-55%		**				Total				2.88		2.58		5.47				100%

		Total Injection Wells		count		2.0		0.9		-55%		**				% of all Costs:				53%		47%		100%

		Injection Well Cost		$K		$   15,839		$   5,757		-64%		**

		Total Wells		count		8.7		4.1		-53%		**

		Well Field Costs		$K		$   51,376		$   12,239		-76%		**

		Other Well Costs		$K		$   1,000		$   1,000		0%		$   - 0

		Well Costs		$K		$   52,376		$   13,239		-75%		**

		Simulation Cost		$K		$   4,888		$   2,221		-55%		**

		Surface Piping and Equipment Cost		$K		$   820		$   335		-59%		**

		Downhole Pump Cost		$K		$   2,329		$   1,026		-56%		**

		Injection Pump cost		$K		$   110		$   110		0%		$   - 0

		Other Field Costs (non-well cost)		$K		$   8,147		$   3,692		-55%		**

		Field Cost		$K		$   80,579		$   32,931		-59%		**

		Misc (Contingency)		$K		$   6,592		$   3,970		-40%		**

		Total Project Cost		$K		$   130,289		$   79,682		-39%		**

		Output - O&M Costs										$   - 0

		Facility Operations Staff		count		16.3		16.3		0%		$   - 0

		Plant Labor Cost		$K		$   1,621		$   1,621		0%		$   - 0

		Plant Non-Labor Cost		$K		$   960		$   960		0%		$   - 0				Legend for Pie Chart Sectors:

		Total Plant O&M		$K		$   2,580		$   2,580		0%		$   - 0				1. Exploration and Confirmation

		Well, Non-Labor Cost		$K		$   701		$   701		0%		$   - 0				2. Wells in Field, after Confirmation phase

		Other Field Non-Labor Costs		$K		$   430		$   501		16%		**				3. Field, Other (Pipes, Pumps, Well Stimulation)

		Field Labor Costs		$K		$   228		$   228		0%		$   - 0				4. Power plant

		Total FieldO&M		$K		$   1,359		$   1,429		5%		**				5. Royalty

		Total O&M Costs		$K		$   3,939		$   4,010		2%		**				6. Contingency
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6A.BI-Sys-2

		GETEM				AC BINARY SYSTEM WORK SHEET - SYS. 1, BASELINE

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name				EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Sheet Modified by / on:						GLM				1-Apr-05

								DJE				14-Jun-05

		A. System Definitions										B1. Intermediate Results						Mult		Cost

																		[a]		(or MW(e))

		System Type		Cycle		Binary														$K

		Size		MW(e)		30.0		[net.1]				N.EXPL		Count		0.1		1.2		$369		[c1][e1]

		Size		MW(e)		23.2		[net.2]				N.CONF		Count		2.0		1.2		$11,803		[c2][e2]

		Reservoir.Temp.		Deg C		150						N.CONF Usable		Count		1.6						[c2]

		Net Output		Wh/lb		4.63						Inlet Flow		1000lb/hr		6,473

		Plant Cap.Cost		$/kW		2,445						N.Prods required		Count		42.4

		Prod Well Depth		Feet		13,123						N.PROD drilled		Count		40.8		1		$200,896

		Inject Well Depth		Feet		13,123						Spare.Prod		Count		0.0		1		$0

		Fixed well cost		$K		NA						N.Inject		Count		14.0		1		$68,893

		Cost/Ft		$		NA						Total N.Wells		Count		56.9		--		$281,961		[c1]

		Unit Prod Well Cost		$K		4,918						N.DHPS		Count		42.4		--				[p1]

		Unit Inject Well Cost		$K		4,918						drawdown		ft/100 gpm		0

		Pipe Cost/Well		$K		100						pump depth		ft		2,000						0		ft

		Explor.success		Ratio		0.80		[e1]				Dhp.Pow (unit; total)		kW		6,095		--		6.09		MW

		Power.Found		MW(e)		600						DHP, Unit Cost		$K each		300

		Conf.success		Ratio		0.80		[e2][c1]				injection pump dP		psi		100

		pump type				lineshaft						Inj.Pow (unit;total)		kW		708		--		0.71		MW

		Flow: lineshaft		gpm/well		332						Inj. Pump		$K total		664

		Flow: submersible		gpm/well		395						Sys.Net.Out		MW						23.20		[net.2]

		Flow per pump		gpm/well		332						Nominal Output		MWh/yr				--		193,047

		density		lb/ft^3		57.26

		Flow/Producer		1000lb/hr		153

		Inj/Producer		Ratio		0.33

		Spare Prods		Count		0						#Stimulated wells		Count		56.5

		Stimulation Cost		$K/well		500		[f]				Stimulation Cost		$K						$28,228		[f]

		A2. Economics Factors										B2. Summary of Final Results						LCOE, cent/kWh

		Utiliz.Factor		Ratio		0.95		[u1]				a. Binary System 1 = Baseline						72.5

		Fixed.Charge.Rate				0.128

		Contingency				5%

		Discount rate (set here)				10%				<==		Note: Unacost factor is the annual fraction that needs to be recovered

		Unacost factor (disc, 30 yrs)				0.1061				<==		to pay for the summed present value of discounted O&M costs.

		Power after Drawdown				0.7746				=		Ratio of actual power to nominal power.

		Levelized Utiliz.Factor				0.7359				=		Used in LCOE calculations, below:

		C1. Capital Costs, $Million										C2. Capital Cost, $/kW				D1. O&M, $/kW/yr

				Base		Wells		Total

		Item		Cost		Cost		Cost				Cost								Cost

																Field-Well				121.39

		a1. Exploration		0.050		0.4		0.4				18				Field-NonWell				107.36

		a2. Confirmation		0.050		11.8		11.9				511				Field, Makeup				1599.95

		b. Main wells		1.000		269.8		270.8				11,673				Plant				111.40

		c. Other field										--

		c1. Pipes		5.646				5.6				--				D2. Make up costs

		c2. DHPs		13.215				13.2		DJE		--				a. Confirmation				$11,803

		c3. INJ-Pumps		0.664				0.7				--				b. Producers				$200,896								glm 7-5_1

		c4. Stimulation		28.228				28.2		[z]		1,217				c. Spare prods				$0

		c.Total		19.525				47.8				2,059				d. Injectors				$68,893

		d. Plant		73.345				73.3				3,162				e. DHPumps				$13,215

		e. Contingency						22.6				974				f. Field piping				$5,646

		Total						426.8				18,397				g. Total				$300,453

																h. Fraction to pay:				1.1645

																I. PV in year 0				$349,874

																j. Unacost, each year:				$37,114

																k. $/kW/year				1599.95

		E. LCOE (electricity), from Above Costs								(In constant dollars)

				Cap.Cost		Ann.Cost		OAM		Royalty		Total				LCOE, (cent/kWh)

				$/kW		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr						Capital		OAM		Royalty		Total

										[b]

		Nominal Cost System

		- EXPL+CONF		529		68		0		7		74				1.05		0.00		0.11		1.16

		- Field-Well		11,673		1494		121.4		162		1777				23.18		1.88		2.51		27.57

		- Field-Non-Well		2,059		263		1707.3		197		2168		DJE		4.09		26.48		3.06		33.63

		- Plant		3,162		405		111.4		0		516				6.28		1.73		0.00		8.01

		- Contingency		974		125		0		12		137				1.93		0.00		0.19		2.13

		- TOTAL		18,397		2355		1940.1019131572		378		4673				36.53		30.10		5.86		72.48

								[DJE-aa]								Now based on LEVELIZED Utilization factor

																DJE, May 10, 2005

		NOTES:

		1		Red Bold Font						Values imported from other sheets

		2		Bold blue backgound						Exported to output sheet

		3		There are more final cost resutlts and addtiional detailed notes on the page immediately below this.

		Detailed notes:

		[a]		Exploration and Confirmation wells cost more than later wells.

		[b]		Royalty at 10% of field-related annual costs (~BLM calculation)

		[c1]		No EXPL wells are counted as useful producers or injectors.

		[c2]		A fraction of CONF wells are counted as useful producers.

		[e1]		Exploration costs are applied to this plant in the ratio of:  B34 Size/Power.Found

		[e2]		Confirmation costs are applied to this plant in the ratio of:  Size/Power.Conf'rmd

		[net.1]		Net output of power block, before subtracting well pumping power

		[net.2]		Net output of the system, to the grid.

				This is after field pumping power is subtracted from the nominal capacity of the binary 'power block'.

		[f]		Per EGS production and injection well.

		[p1]		No. DHPs installed & operating = No. of required producers.

		[u1]		Fraction of Sys.Net.Out sold per year

				This NOT the 'capacity factor' , which is by definition based on the nameplate capacity of the generator.

		[z]		Stimulaton:  0 in Wells Column = Hydrothermal.  1 in Wells Column = EGS.

		[DJE-aa]		Cost of make up reservoirs are added to non-well O&M costs.



&A

Greg Mines:
extra depth for submersible

Greg Mines:
This calc accounts for all the pumping for the fluid used - it is not an individual well power
If there is a spare well, would not include its power - it is only used if needed (presumably when a production well is down - no net change in power)

Greg Mines:
This calculates the total injection power based on inlet flow and indicated pressure rise and efficiency

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of all the injection required.  Injection pumps are not typically at each well- they are located within the plant.  This cost uses $700 per hp for the installed cost - fron IPE

DJE: Previous formula did not include useful confirmation wells. May 10.05.

Greg Mines:
changed cells b50 and b51 - divide by power found c25 instead of 50MW



6B.BI-O&M-2

		GETEM				Baseline Binary Plant O&M Spreadsheet

		GETEM Version:				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name:				EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name:				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Run Date:				6/14/16

		This Sheet Last Modified:		1-Apr-05		G.Mines, INEL				GETEM Version 1.05 and ff

																								glm 5

				Operations		Maintenance		Office						Operations		Maintenance		Office

				2		1.5		1						0.5		0.3		0

		40		1.5		1.3		1				10		0.4		0.2		0

		30		1.5		1.3		1				5		0.3		0.15		0

		20		1.5		1.3		1				3		0.2		0.1		0

		10		1.5		1.3		1				2		0.2		0.1		0

		5		1.50		1.30		1.00				1		0.20		0.10		- 0

		Plant size		30		MW						# units		3

		Staff		#		hrs		mn-hrs		rate		mulitiplier		total

		Operators		1.70		8760		14892		$   20.00		2.6		$   774,384				25%		fraction operator labor assigned to field

		Maintenance

		mech		1.40		2000		2800		$   24.00		2.6		$   174,720

		elec		1.40		2000		2800		$   24.00		2.6		$   174,720

		general maintenace		1.40		2000		2800		$   17.50		2.6		$   127,400

		Office

		facility manager/plant engineer		1.00		2000		2000		$   40.00		2.6		$   208,000

		operations manager		1.00		2000		2000		$   30.00		2.6		$   156,000

		clerical		1.00		2000		2000		$   12.00		2.6		$   62,400

						20760		29292						$   1,677,624		total labor

						number of staff		14.646						$   193,596		field

														$   1,484,028		plant

												power		23.20		MW,net

												labor cost		$   72,320		per MW

										Plant O&M

												% of capital costs		1.5%

												Capital costs (M$)		$   73.345

												non labor O&M		$   1,100,169

												labor cost		$   1,484,028

												total plant O&M		$   2,584,197

										Field O&M

												% of well field development costs		1.0%

												well field development costs ($M)		$   281.59

												field,non-well capital ($M)		$   34.54

												well O&M		$   2,815,925

												non labor, non-well O&M		$   345,383

												labor O&M		$   193,596

												chemcial / inhibitors		$   36,295

												Operating life line shaft pump		4		years

												lineshaft		$   1,857,119		rework

												oil-downhole pump		$   58,073

												LS O&M		$   1,915,191

												Operating life submersible pump		3		years

												submersible		$   2,358,010		rework

												Pump O&M		$   1,915,191

												well O&M		$   2,815,925

												field, non-well O&M		$   2,296,869

												field labor O&M		$   193,596

												Total Field O&M		$   5,306,390

												Total O&M		$   7,890,587

														$   5,306,390		field

														$   2,584,197		plant

														23,197		kW

														$   340.15		$/kW

														$   121.39		field-well

														$   107.36		field-non-well

														$   111.40		plant



&A

Greg Mines:
assign 25% of operator to field; remainder to plant

Greg Mines:
either cost with lineshaft or cost with submersible

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of the confirmation wells, injection wells and productioin wells - it does not include exploratory activities

Greg Mines:
This includes surface piping and injection pumps; it does not include downhole pumps

Greg Mines:
Assume cost of rework is $25K greater for lineshaft; installation period is 1/3 that of lineshaft

Greg Mines:
These values are exported to the "baseline-work" sheet

Greg Mines:
multiplier for operations staff

Greg Mines:
mulitiplier for maintenance staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for office staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for operations staff

Greg Mines:
mulitiplier for maintenance staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for office staff

Greg Mines:
changes made 6/30/05:
 - moved e-f9 to I-j19
 - changed cells b9-c14 to reflect total plant size rather than unit size
 - added cells f8-i15 for effect of units on operations and maintenance labor
 - modified cells b19-27 to reflect added labor due to smaller units (cells g-h14)
 - corrected cells g29-30 to correctly reflect laobr costs



7A.BI-Perf&Cost

		GETEM				AC BINARY SYSTEM WORK SHEET - SYS. 2, IMPROVED

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name				EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Sheet last modified  by / on:						GLM				1-Apr-05

		A. System Definitions														B1. Intermediate Results										Mult		Cost

																										[a]		(or MW(e))

		System Type		Cycle		Binary																						$K

		Improvement				less flow		more power		less flow										less flow		more power		less flow

		Size		MW(e)		30.0		36.0		30.0		[net.1]				N.EXPL		Count		0.1				0.1		1.2		$268		[c1][e1]

		Size		MW(e)		24.3		29.2		24.3		[net.2]				N.CONF		Count		2.0				2.0		1.2		$9,443		[c2][e2]

		Reservoir.Temp.		Deg C						150						N.CONF Useable		Count		1.8				1.8						[c2][e2]

		Net Output		Wh/lb						5.56						Inlet Flow		1000lb/hr		5,395		6,473		5395

		Plant Cap.Cost		$/kW						2445						N.Prods required		Count		29.7		35.7		29.7

		Prod Well Depth		Feet						13,123						N.PROD drilled		Count		28.0		33.9		28.0		1		$110,054

		Inject Well Depth		Feet						13,123						Spare.Prod		Count		0.0		0.0		- 0		1		$0

		Fixed well cost		$K						NA						N.Inject		Count		9.8		11.8		9.8		1		$38,603

		Cost/Ft		$						NA						Total N.Wells		Count		39.8		47.7		39.8		--		$158,369

		Unit Prod Well Cost		$K						3,934						N.DHPS		Count		29.7		35.7		29.7		--				[p1]

		Unit Inject Well Cost		$K						3,934						drawdown		ft/100 gpm		0				- 0

		Pipe Cost/Well		$K						90		[e1]				pump depth		ft		2,000				2,000				0		ft

		Explor.success		Ratio						0.88						Dhp.Pow (unit; total)		kW		5,079		6,095		5,079		--		5.08		MW

		Power.Found		MW(e)						600		[e2]				DHP, Unit Cost		$K each		225				225

		Conf.success		Ratio						0.88						injection pump dP		psi		100				100

		pump type								submersible						Inj.Pow (unit;total)		kW		590		708		590		--		0.59		MW

		Flow: lineshaft		gpm/well						332						Inj. Pump		$K total		554		664		554

		Flow: submersible		gpm/well						395						Sys.Net.Out		MW										24.33		[net.2]

		Flow per pump		gpm/well						395						Nominal Output		MWh/yr								--		202,483

		density		lb/ft^3						57.26

		Flow/Producer		1000lb/hr						181

		Inj/Producer		Ratio						0.33						#Stimulated wells				39.5

		Spare Prods		Count						0						Stimulation Cost		$K		$19,772		[f]

		Stimulation Cost		$K/wells						500		[f]

		A2. Economics Factors										B2. Summary of Final Results						LCOE, cent/kWh

		Utiliz.Factor		Ratio		0.95		[u1]				a. Nominal Cost System						43.3

		Fixed.Charge.Rate				0.128

		Contingency				5%

		Discount rate (set here)				10%				<==		Note: Unacost factor is the annual fraction that needs to be recovered

		Unacost factor (disc, 30 yrs)				0.1061				<==		to pay for the (year 0)  summed present value of discounted O&M costs.

		Power after Drawdown				0.7746				=		Ratio of actual power to nominal power.

		Levelized Utiliz.Factor				0.7359				=		Used in LCOE calculations, below:

		C1. Capital Costs, $Million										C2. Capital Cost, $/kW						D. O&M, $/kW/yr

				Base		Wells		Total				Total

		Item		Cost		Cost		Cost				Cost										Cost

																		Field-Well				64.98

		a1. Exploration		0.050		0.3		0.3				13						Field-NonWell				86.90

		a2. Confirmation		0.050		9.4		9.5				390						Field, Makeup

		b. Main wells		1.000		148.7		149.7				6,151						Plant				106.21

		c. Other field										--

		c1. Pipes		3.559				3.6				--						D2. Make up costs

		c2. DHPs		7.086		DJE		7.1				--						a. Confirmation				$9,443

		c3. INJ-Pumps		0.554				0.6				--						b. Producers				$110,054

		c4. Stimulation		19.772				19.8		[z]		813						c. Spare prods				$0

		c.Total		11.198				31.0				1,273						d. Injectors				$38,603

		d. Plant		73.345				73.3				3,014						e. DHPumps				$7,086

		e.Contingency						14.7				606						f. Field piping				$3,559

		Total						278.5				11,447						g. Total				$168,745

																		h. Fraction to pay:				1.1645		mu sheet

																		I. PV in year 0				$196,502

																		j. Unacost, each year:				$20,845

																		k. $/kW/year				856.71

		E. LCOE (electricity), from Above Costs								(In constant dollars)

				Cap.Cost		Ann.Cost		OAM		Royalty		Total				LCOE, (cent/kWh)

				$/kW		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr						Capital		OAM		Royalty		Total

		Nominal Cost System

		- EXPL+CONF		403		52		0		5		57				0.801		0.000		0.080		0.881

		- Field-Well		6,151		787		65.0		85		938				12.213		1.008		1.322		14.543

		- Field-Non-Well		1,273		163		943.6		111		1217		DJE		2.527		14.637		1.716		18.881

		- Plant		3,014		386		106.2		0		492				5.985		1.648		0.000		7.633

		- Misc		606		78		0		8		85				1.203		0.000		0.120		1.323

		- TOTAL		11,447		1465		1114.8006527582		209		2789				22.729		17.293		3.239		43.261

								[DJE-aa]								Now based on LEVELIZED Utilization Factor.

		NOTES :

		1		Red Bold Font				Values imported from other sheet

		2		Bold blue backgound				Exported to output sheet

		3		There are more final cost resutlts and addtiional detailed notes on the sheet immediately below this.

		4		See Sheet: [5.BI-Sys-1] for the detailed notes [a], [b],.etc.



&A

Greg Mines:
extra depth for submersible

Greg Mines:
This calc accounts for all the pumping for the fluid used - it is not an individual well power
If there is a spare well, would not include its power - it is only used if needed (presumably when a production well is down - no net change in power)

Greg Mines:
This calculates the total injection power based on inlet flow and indicated pressure rise and efficiency

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of all the injection required.  Injection pumps are not typically at each well- they are located within the plant.  This cost uses $700 per hp for the installed cost - fron IPE



7B.BI-MAKEUP

		GETEM				Improved AC Binary Plant O&M Spreadsheet																ef-9 to I-j20

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Binary Case Name				EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Sheet last modified by / on:				GL Mines				1-Apr-05														glm 6

				1.00

				Operations		Maintenance		Office						Operations		Maintenance		Office

				2		1.5		1						0.5		0.3		0

		40		1.5		1.3		1				10		0.4		0.2		0

		30		1.5		1.3		1				5		0.3		0.15		0

		20		1.5		1.3		1				3		0.2		0.1		0

		10		1.5		1.3		1				2		0.2		0.1		0

		5		1.50		1.30		1.00				1		0.20		0.10		- 0

		Plant size		30		MW						# units		3

		Staff		#		hrs		mn-hrs		rate		mulitiplier		total				25%		fraction operator labor assigned to field

		Operators		1.70		8760		14892		$   20.00		2.6		$   774,384

		Maintenance

		mech		1.40		2000		2800		$   24.00		2.6		$   174,720

		elec		1.40		2000		2800		$   24.00		2.6		$   174,720

		general maintenace		1.40		2000		2800		$   17.50		2.6		$   127,400

		Office

		facility manager/plant engineer		1.00		2000		2000		$   40.00		2.6		$   208,000

		operations manager		1.00		2000		2000		$   30.00		2.6		$   156,000

		clerical		1.00		2000		2000		$   12.00		2.6		$   62,400

						20760		29292						$   1,677,624		total labor

						number of staff		14.646						$   193,596		field

														$   1,484,028		plant

												power		24.33		MW,net

												labor cost		$   68,950		per MW

										Plant O&M

												% of capital costs		1.5%

												Capital costs (M$)		$   73.3446

												non labor O&M		$   1,100,169

												labor cost		$   1,484,028

												total plant O&M		$   2,584,197

										Field O&M

												% of well field development costs		1.0%

												well field development costs ($M)		$   158.10

												field,non-well capital ($M)		$   23.88

												well O&M		$   1,581,003

												non labor, non-well O&M		$   238,842

												labor O&M		$   193,596

												chemcial / inhibitors		$   30,246

												Operating life line shaft pump		4		years

												lineshaft		$   1,300,767		rework

												oil-downhole pump		$   48,394

												LS O&M		$   1,349,160

												Operating life submersible pump		3		years

												submersible		$   1,651,602		rework

												Pump O&M		$   1,651,602

												well O&M		$   1,581,003

												field, non-well O&M		$   1,920,690

												field labor O&M		$   193,596

												Total Field O&M		$   3,695,289

												Total O&M		$   6,279,486

														$   3,695,289		field

														$   2,584,197		plant

														24,331		kW-h

														$   258.086		$/kW

														$   64.98		field-well

														$   86.90		field-non-well

														$   106.21		plant



&A

Greg Mines:
assign 25% of operator to field; remainder to plant

Greg Mines:
either cost with lineshaft or cost with submersible

Greg Mines:
Multiplier used to change staff

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of the confirmation wells, injection wells and productioin wells - it does not include exploratory activities

Greg Mines:
This includes surface piping and injection pumps; it does not include downhole pumps

Greg Mines:
Assume cost of rework is $25K greater for lineshaft; installation period is 1/3 that of lineshaft

Greg Mines:
These values are exported to the "enhanced-work" sheet

Greg Mines:
multiplier for office staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for operations staff

Greg Mines:
mulitiplier for maintenance staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for operations staff

Greg Mines:
mulitiplier for maintenance staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for office staff

Greg Mines:
changes made 6/30/05:
 - moved e-f9 to I-j20
 - changed cells b11-c16 to reflect total plant size rather than unit size
 - added cells f10-i17 for effect of units on operations and maintenance labor
 - modified cells b121-b29 to reflect added labor due to smaller units (cells g-i16)
 - corrected cells g31-32 to correctly reflect laobr costs



8A.FL-Sys-1

		GETEM						BINARY PLANT PERFORMANCE and COST

		Version						GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name						EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name						GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date						6/14/16

		Sheet Last Modified:						1-Apr-05				G.Mines		INL

				Binary Plant Performance

				be=		C + C1*T + C2*T^2 + C3*T^3 + C4*T^4								C		9.4137643747

				be:		w-h/kg								C1		-0.1825423655

				T:		C								C2		0.0001765735

														C3		0.0000122045

														C4		-0.0000000336

								baseline								enhanced

				T,gf		C		150								150

														enhancement		1.20

				be		w-h/kg		10.208								12.249

				be		w-h/lb		4.634								5.561

				ideal be		w-h/lb		- 0								- 0

								0%								0%

				Binary Plant Cost

				to 190 C, 50MW plant cost										K		21520.778525644		[a]

				cost=		K+K1*T+K2*T^2+K3*T^3								K1		-331.339759077

				cost:		$/kW								K2		1.854876092

				T:		C								K3		-0.003491132

								baseline								enhanced

				T,gf		C		150								150

				cost:		$/kW		$   1,772								$   1,772

														enhancement		1.00

																$   1,772

				for T>190C, 50 MW cost

						C		190								190

						$/kW-C		$   (3.08)								$   (3.08)

				T,gf		C		150								150

				cost:		$/kW		$   1,705								$   1,705				glm 7-5_2

				50 MWplant cost		$/kW		$   1,772								$   1,772

				50 MWplant cost		$K		$   88,598								$   88,598

				baseline								enhanced

				cost exponent				0.8				cost exponent				0.8		[b]

				plant size		MW		30.00				plant size		MW		30.00

				#of units				3				#of units				3

				Unit Size		MW		10.00				Unit Size		MW		10.00

				multiplier				0.2759				multiplier				0.2759

				unit cost		$K		$   24,448				unit cost		$K		$   24,448

						$/kW		$   2,445						$/kW		$   2,445				glm 1

		Calculation of Ideal Work																		glm 2

						Temp		Pressure		enthalpy		entropy		avail enrg

		resource		150		302		- 0		0		0

		ambient				60		14.7		0		0		0

		resource		150		302		- 0		0		0

		ambient				60		14.7		0		0		0

		For:		GETEM		Version 1.05 and following.  Dec. 15.2004

		NOTES:		1 April 2005  GLM

		[a]		Revised the cost correlation using better scaling factors for components

						(based on IPE and Milora/Tester)

		[b]		Revised overall scaling factor



&A

Greg Mines:
plant performance based on work done with S^3 for slim holes

Greg Mines:
plant cost from NGGPP - no GF pumps; escalated to current at 1% annually

Greg Mines:
plant size is net power, exclusive of the brine pumping power

Greg Mines:
changed cells b48, f48, and h49 (6/30/05); d48 and h48 are costs per unit; d49 and h49 are costs for "plant"

Greg Mines:
this calculation of ideal work requires WinSteam add-in

Greg Mines:
The cost correlation was not recognizing the cost enhancement if the T,r was >190C.  Changed equiation in cell C37 so that the cost at 190C reflects the cost enhancement; the delta cost above 190C (cell C35) was not changed



8B.FL-O&M-1

		GETEM						Makeup Reservoirs for Binary (and EGS)

		Version						GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Binary Case Name						EGS-AC binary-150C-4km-2010-July 18 2005

		File Name						GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date						6/14/16

		Added to GETEM:						5-May-05		DJE		From:		GETEM \ MAKEUP.XLS

		1. Thermal Drawdown is modeled here.

		2. Makeup is of entire reservoirs (all producers, injectors, pipes).

		INPUTS from other sheets are						YELLOW				OUTPUT to other sheets are						BLUE

		Other needed vals. set here:						BUFF

		A.		BASELINE BINARY SYSTEM (System 1)

														Flow

		Module inputs:				Resv.T,		Mwe,		Drw_Dwn		Initial		per		Total		Discount

						Deg C		Core		Rate,%		N.Prods		Prod.		Flow		Rate

						150		30		3.3		6.4		1000		6,419		10%

								[a]				[b]				[b]

		Results and				Relative		1st Life,		N.Rsvr's		Sum of disc'd				Sum of 1.0

		Outputs:				Revenue		Years		Added		Reservoirs				Discounted

						0.775		5		4		1.164				9.4269

										Criteria for Replacing Res'vr						Final		Logic:		Sums of Discounted Amounts

										I		II		III				Resvr								System

				[b]		Gross Be,		Net		T <		Pow <		No change		Replace		has		N.		Actual		Design		Initial

				Resv'r		=fn(T,		Power,		T.o - max		P.o/2		in final		Reservoir		been		Resvoirs		Power		Power		Life,		Unit

		Year		T, Deg C		D.Rate)		Mwe		?		?		5 years		?		rplc'd.		Added		Output		Output		Years		Value

		1		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		27		27		1		0.9091

		2		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		22		25		2		0.8264

		3		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		18		23		3		0.7513

		4		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		14		20		4		0.6830

		5		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		11		19		5		0.6209

		6		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.564		9		17		5		0.5645

		7		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		15		15		5		0.5132

		8		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		12		14		5		0.4665

		9		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		10		13		5		0.4241

		10		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		8		12		5		0.3855

		11		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		6		11		5		0.3505

		12		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.319		5		10		5		0.3186

		13		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		9		9		5		0.2897

		14		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		7		8		5		0.2633

		15		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		6		7		5		0.2394

		16		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		5		7		5		0.2176

		17		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		4		6		5		0.1978

		18		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.180		3		5		5		0.1799

		19		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		5		5		5		0.1635

		20		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		4		4		5		0.1486

		21		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		3		4		5		0.1351

		22		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		3		4		5		0.1228

		23		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		2		3		5		0.1117

		24		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.102		2		3		5		0.1015

		25		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		3		3		5		0.0923

		26		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		2		3		5		0.0839

		27		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		0		0		1		0.000		2		2		5		0.0763

		28		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		0		0		1		0.000		1		2		5		0.0693

		29		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		0		0		1		0.000		1		2		5		0.0630

		30		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		0		0		1		0.000		1		2		5		0.0573

														SUMS:		4		1		1.164		219.07		282.81		5		9.4269

		B.		IMPROVED AIR-COOLED BINARY SYSTEM (System 2)														MAKEUP CALCULATIONS

														Flow

		Module inputs:				Resv.T,		Mwe,		Drw_Dwn		Initial		per		Total		Discount

						Deg C		Core		Rate,%		N.Prods		Prod.		Flow		Rate

						150.00		30		3.3		6.4		1000		6,419		10%

								[a]				[b]		[b]		[b]

		Added to GETEM:						5-May-05		DJE

		Results and				Relative		1st Life,		N.Rsvr's		Sum of disc'd

		Outputs:				Revenue		Years		Added		Reservoirs

						0.775		5		4		1.164

										Criteria for Replacing Res'vr						Final		Logic:		Sums of Discounted Amounts

										I		II		III				Resvr								System

				[b]		Gross Be,		Net		T <		Pow <		No change		Replace		has		N.		Actual		Design		Initial

				Resv'r		=fn(T,		Power,		T.o - max		P.o/2		in final		Reservoir		been		Resvoirs		Power		Power		Life,		Unit

		Year		T, Deg C		D.Rate)		Mwe		?		?		5 years		?		rplc'd.		Added		Output		Output		Years		Value

		1		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		27		27		1		0.9091

		2		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		22		25		2		0.8264

		3		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		18		23		3		0.7513

		4		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		14		20		4		0.6830

		5		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		0		0.000		11		19		5		0.6209

		6		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.564		9		17		5		0.5645

		7		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		15		15		5		0.5132

		8		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		12		14		5		0.4665

		9		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		10		13		5		0.4241

		10		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		8		12		5		0.3855

		11		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		6		11		5		0.3505

		12		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.319		5		10		5		0.3186

		13		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		9		9		5		0.2897

		14		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		7		8		5		0.2633

		15		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		6		7		5		0.2394

		16		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		5		7		5		0.2176

		17		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		4		6		5		0.1978

		18		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.180		3		5		5		0.1799

		19		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		5		5		5		0.1635

		20		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		4		4		5		0.1486

		21		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		3		4		5		0.1351

		22		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		3		4		5		0.1228

		23		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		2		3		5		0.1117

		24		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		1		1		1		0.102		2		3		5		0.1015

		25		150.0		4.67		30.00		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		3		3		5		0.0923

		26		145.2		4.16		26.71		0		0		1		0		1		0.000		2		3		5		0.0839

		27		140.5		3.68		23.63		0		0		0		0		1		0.000		2		2		5		0.0763

		28		136.0		3.23		20.74		0		0		0		0		1		0.000		1		2		5		0.0693

		29		131.6		2.81		18.03		0		0		0		0		1		0.000		1		2		5		0.0630

		30		127.3		2.41		15.50		1		0		0		0		1		0.000		1		2		5		0.0573

														SUMS:		4		1		1.164		219.07		282.81		5		9.4269

		C.		NOTES:

		[a]		Value entered here (Mwe) has no effect on the results of interest.

		[b]		These values are set or are calculated here, DO NOT CHANGE.

		$$		Inserted the variable delta T allowed from the fit of the NGGPP end of run.																2-May

		$$		Col C, Gross.Be, is fn(T, Air Cooled Binary) per G.Mines sheets.																2-May

				This slightly overestimates the amount of output, since the installed power block will

				not be optimized for the progressively lower temperatures.

		$$		Use initial fitted Gross.Be function in C.																26-Apr





9A.FL-Sys-2

		GETEM				Flash System Worksheet -- System 1, BASELINE

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Flash Case Name				EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Last Modified:				GLM		Apr 1 05				DJE		May 12 05

		A. System Definitions										B1. Intermediate Results						Mult		Cost

																		[a]		(or MW(e))

		System Type		Cycle		Flash														$K

		Size		MW(e)		50.0		[net.1]				N.EXPL		Count		0.1		1.2		$1,168		[c1][e1]

		Size		MW(e)		48.9		[net.2]				N.CONF		Count		2.0		1.2		$18,689		[c2][e2]

		Gross output		MW(e)		51.8						N.CONF Usable		Count		1.6						[c2]

		Reservoir.Temp.		Deg C		400						Inlet Flow		1000lb/hr		1,070

		Net Output		Wh/lb		46.72						N.Prods required		Count		6.2

		Plant Cap.Cost		$/kW		862						N.PROD drilled		Count		4.6		1		$35,537

		Prod Well Depth		Feet		13,123						Spare.Prod		Count		0.0		1		$0

		Inject Well Depth		Feet		13,123						N.Inject		Count		2.0		1		$15,839

		Fixed well cost		$K		NA						Total N.Wells		Count		8.7		--		$71,232		[c1]

		Cost/Ft		$		NA						drawdown		ft/100 gpm		0

		Unit Prod Well Cost		$K		7,787						pump depth		ft		2,000						0		ft

		Unit Inject Well Cost		$K		7,787						#DHP		count		7.8						[p1]

		Pipe Cost/Well		$K		100						Dhp.Pow (unit; total)		kW		1,008		--		1.01		MW

		Explor.success		Ratio		0.80		[e1]				DHP, Unit Cost		$K each		300

		Power.Found		MW(e)		500						injection pump dP		psi		100

		Conf.success		Ratio		0.80		[e2][c1]				Inj.Pow (unit;total)		kW		117		--		0.12		MW

		Well Pumped				yes						Inj. Pump		$K total		110

		Artesain flow		1000lb/hr		118						Sys.Net.Out		MW						48.88		[net.2]

		pump type				lineshaft						Energy Out		MWh/yr				--		385,334

		Flow: lineshaft		gpm/well		650

		Flow: submersible		gpm/well		650						#Stimulated wells		Count		8.2

		Flow per pump		gpm/well		650						Stimulation Cost		$K						$4,888		[f]

		density		lb/ft^3		33.30

		Flow pumped well		1000lb/hr		174										(H19) DJE changed

		Flow per producer		1000lb/hr		173.617584831										this on May 12 to include

		Inj/Producer		Ratio		0.33										useful conf.wells in the

		Spare Prods		Count		0										DHP count.

		Stimulation Cost		$K/well		596		[f]

		A2. Economics Factors										B2. Summary of Final Results						LCOE, cent/kWh

		Utiliz.Factor		Ratio		0.90		[u1]				a. Flash System, Baseline:						7.8

		Fixed.Charge.Rate				0.128

		Contingency				5%

		Discount rate (FIXED here)				10%				<==		Note: Unacost factor is the fraction of cost that needs to be recovered yearly

		Unacost factor (disc, 30 yrs)				0.1061				<==		to pay for the (year 0)  summed present value of discounted O&M costs.

		Power after Drawdown				0.9164				=		Ratio of actual power to nominal power.

		Levelized Utiliz.Factor				0.8248				=		Used in LCOE calculations, below:

		C1. Capital Costs, $Million										C2. Capital Cost, $/kW				D1. O&M, $/kW/yr

				Base Cost		Wells Cost		Total Cost

		Item										Cost								Cost

																Field-Well				14.34

		a1. Exploration		0.100		1.2		1.3				26				Field-NonWell				13.46

		a2. Confirmation		0.100		18.7		18.8				384				Field, Makeup				104.83

		b. Main wells		1.000		51.4		52.4				1,072				Plant				52.79

		c. Other field										--

		c1. Pipes		0.820				0.8				--				D2. Makeup Costs				($K)

		c2. DHPs		2.329				2.3				--				a.  Cost/well				$7,887		w/pipes		OK

		c3. INJ-Pumps		0.110				0.1				--				b. N wells (disc'd)				6.12				OK

		c4. Stimulation		4.888				4.9		[z]		100				c. PV in year 0				$48,301				OK

		c.Total		3.259				8.1				167				d. Unacost, each year				$5,124				OK

		d. Plant		43.117				43.1				882				e. $/kW/year				105				OK

		e. Contingency						6.6				135

		Total						130.3				2,666				Makeup Costs added on May 12, 05. DJE

		E. LCOE (electricity), from Above Costs								(In constant dollars)

				Cap.Cost		Ann.Cost		OAM		Royalty		Total				LCOE, (cent/kWh)

				$/kW		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr						Capital		OAM		Royalty		Total

										[b]

		- EXPL+CONF		410		53		0		5		58				0.727		0.000		0.073		0.800

		- Field-Well		1,072		137		14.3		15		167				1.899		0.198		0.210		2.307

		- Field-Non-Well		167		21		118.3		14		154				0.295		1.637		0.193		2.126

		- Plant		882		113		52.8		0		166				1.563		0.731		0.000		2.294

		- Contingency		135		17		0		2		19				0.239		0.000		0.024		0.263

		- TOTAL		2,666		341		185.421401887		36		563				4.723		2.566		0.500		7.789

		NOTES:

		1		Red Bold Font						Values imported from other sheets

		2		Bold blue backgound						Exported to output sheet

		3		There are more final cost resutlts and addtiional detailed notes on the sheet immediately below this.

		4		Values with yellow bacground are cells changed by Mines 2/17



&A

Greg Mines:
extra depth for submersible

Greg Mines:
This calc accounts for all the pumping for the fluid used - it is not an individual well power

Greg Mines:
This calculates the total injection power based on inlet flow and indicated pressure rise and efficiency

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of all the injection required.  Injection pumps are not typically at each well- they are located within the plant.  This cost uses $700 per hp for the installed cost - fron IPE



9B.FL-O&M-2

		GETEM				Flash Plant O&M - System 1, Base Case

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name				EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Date Sheet Last  Modified:		1-Apr-05				G.Mines, INL

										25%		fraction operator labor assigned to field

				Operations		Maintenance		Office

				2		1.5		1

		40		2		1.5		1

		30		2		1.5		1

		20		2		1.5		1

		10		2		1.5		1

		5		2.00		1.50		1.00

		Plant size		50		MW

		# units		1

		Staff		#		hrs		mn-hrs		rate		mulitiplier		total

		Operators		2.00		8760		17520		$   20.00		2.6		$   911,040

		Maintenance

		mech		1.5		2000		3000		$   24.00		2.6		$   187,200

		elec		1.5		2000		3000		$   24.00		2.6		$   187,200

		general maintenace		1.5		2000		3000		$   17.50		2.6		$   136,500

		Office

		facility manager/plant engineer		1		2000		2000		$   40.00		2.6		$   208,000

		operations manager		1		2000		2000		$   30.00		2.6		$   156,000

		clerical		1		2000		2000		$   12.00		2.6		$   62,400

						20760		32520						$   1,848,340		total labor

						number of staff		16.26						$   227,760		field

														$   1,620,580		plant

												power		48.88		MW,net

												labor cost		$   37,817		per MW

										Plant O&M

												% of capital costs		1.5%

												Capital costs (M$)		43.117

												CW Chemical cost		$   312,981

												Chemical H2S treatment				have to add

												non labor O&M		$   959,738

												labor cost		$   1,620,580

												total plant O&M		$   2,580,318

										Field O&M

												% of well field development costs		1.0%

												well field development costs ($M)		$   70.06

												field,non-well capital ($M)		$   5.82

												well O&M		$   700,643

												non labor, non-well O&M		$   58,178

												labor O&M		$   227,760

												chemical doseage		1		ppm

												chemcial / inhibitors		$   11,483

												Operating life line shaft pump		4		years

												lineshaft		$   339,658		rework

												oil-downhole pump		$   20,795

												LS O&M		$   360,453

												Operating life submersible pump		3		years

												submersible		$   431,269		rework

												wells pumped		Y

														1.0

												Pump O&M		$   360,453

												well O&M		$   700,643

												field, non-well O&M		$   430,114

												field labor O&M		$   227,760

												Total Field O&M		$   1,358,518

												Total O&M		$   3,938,836

														$   1,358,518		field

														$   2,580,318		plant

														48,875		kW

														$   80.59		$/kW

														$   14.34		field-well

														$   13.46		field-non-well

														$   52.79		plant



&A

Greg Mines:
assign 25% of operator to field; remainder to plant

Greg Mines:
either cost with lineshaft or cost with submersible

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of the confirmation wells, injection wells and productioin wells - it does not include exploratory activities

Greg Mines:
This includes surface piping and injection pumps; it does not include downhole pumps

Greg Mines:
Assume cost of rework is $25K greater for lineshaft; installation period is 1/3 that of lineshaft

Greg Mines:
These values are exported to the "baseline-work" sheet

Greg Mines:
based on  chemical dosage of 10 ppm and chemical cost of $1.50/gal

Greg Mines:
based on dosage rate and cost of $10/gal

Greg Mines:
based on oil use of 2 ppm and cost of $4/gal

Greg Mines:
dosage rate is 1 ppm if pumped and 4 ppm if artesian

Greg Mines:
multiplier for operations staff

Greg Mines:
mulitiplier for maintenance staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for office staff



10A.Flash Perf&Cost

		GETEM				Flash System Worksheet - System 2, Improved

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name				EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Sheet Last Modified:						Apr 1 05		GLM						Jun 16 05		DJE

		A. System Definitions														B1. Intermediate Results										Mult		Cost

																										[a]		(or MW(e))

		System Type		Cycle		Binary																						$K

		Improvement				less flow		more power		less flow										less flow		more power		less flow

		Size		MW(e)		50.0		55.0		50.0		[net.1]				N.EXPL		Count		0.1				0.1		1.2		$849		[c1][e1]

		Size		MW(e)		49.0		53.9		49.0		[net.2]				N.CONF		Count		2.0				2.0		1.2		$14,951		[c2][e2]

		Gross output		MW(e)		51.7		56.9		51.7						N.CONF Useable		Count		1.8				1.8						[c2][e2]

		Reservoir.Temp.		Deg C						400						Inlet Flow		1000lb/hr		972		1,070		972

		Net Output		Wh/lb						51.42						N.Prods required		Count		2.8		3.1		2.8

		Plant Cap.Cost		$/kW						856						N.PROD drilled		Count		1.0		1.3		1.0		1		$6,482

		Prod Well Depth		Feet						13,123						Spare.Prod		Count		0.0		0.0		- 0		1		$0

		Inject Well Depth		Feet						13,123						N.Inject		Count		0.9		1.0		0.9		1		$5,757

		Fixed well cost		$K						NA						Total N.Wells		Count		4.1		4.5		4.1		--		$28,039

		Cost/Ft		$						NA						drawdown		ft/100 gpm		0				0				0		ft

		Unit Prod Well Cost		$K						6,230						pump depth		ft		2,000				2,000

		Unit Inject Well Cost		$K						6,230						#DHP		count		4.6		4.8		4.6						[p1]

		Pipe Cost/Well		$K						90		[e1]				Dhp.Pow (unit; total)		kW		916		1,008		916		--		0.92		MW

		Explor.success		Ratio						0.88						DHP, Unit Cost		$K each		225				225

		Power.Found		MW(e)						500		[e2]				injection pump dP		psi		100				100

		Conf.success		Ratio						0.88						Inj.Pow (unit;total)		kW		106		117		117		--		0.12		MW

		Well Pumped								yes						Inj. Pump		$K total		100		110		110

		Artesain flow		1000lb/hr						118						Sys.Net.Out		MW										48.97		[net.2]

		pump type								submersible						Energy Out		MWh/yr						(J20, K20)		--		386,059

		Flow: lineshaft		gpm/well						650														DJE changed

		Flow: submersible		gpm/well						1300						#Stimulated wells				3.7				these on May 12.

		Flow per pump		gpm/well						1300						Stimulation Cost		$K		$2,221		[f]

		density		lb/ft^3						33.30

		Flow pumped well		1000lb/hr						347

		Flow per producer		1000lb/hr						347

		Inj/Producer		Ratio						0.33

		Spare Prods		Count						0

		Stimulation Cost		$K/wells						596		[f]

		A2. Economics Factors										B2. Summary of Final Results						LCOE, cent/kWh

		Utiliz.Factor		Ratio		0.9		[u1]				a. Flash System 2, Improved.						5.5

		Fixed.Charge.Rate				0.128

		Contingency				5%

		Discount rate (FIXED here)				10%				<==		Note: Unacost factor is the fraction of cost that needs to be recovered yearly

		Unacost factor (disc, 30 yrs)				0.1061				<==		to pay for the (year 0)  summed present value of discounted O&M costs.

		Power after Drawdpown				0.9164				=		Ratio of actual power to nominal power.

		Levelized Utiliz.Factor				0.8248				=		Used in LCOE calculations, below:

		C1. Capital Costs, $Million										C2. Capital Cost, $/kW						D1. O&M, $/kW/yr

				Base Cost		Wells		Total

		Item										Cost										Cost

																		Field-Well				14.31

		a1. Exploration		0.100		0.8		0.9				19						Field-NonWell				14.88

		a2. Confirmation		0.100		15.0		15.1				307						Field, Makeup				83.84

		b. Main wells		1.000		12.2		13.2				270						Plant				52.69

		c. Other field										--

		c1. Pipes		0.335				0.3				--						D2. Makeup Costs				($K)

		c2. DHPs		1.026				1.0				--						a.  Cost/well				$6,320		w/pipes		OK

		c3. INJ-Pumps		0.110				0.1				--						b. N wells (disc'd)				6.12				OK

		c4. Stimulation		2.221				2.2		[z]		45						c. PV in year 0				$38,702				OK

		c.Total		1.471				3.7				75						d. Unacost, each year				$4,105				OK

		d. Plant		42.780				42.8				874						e. $/kW/year				84				OK

		e.Contingency						4.0				81

		Total						79.7				1,627						Makeup Costs added on May 12, 05. DJE

		E. LCOE (electricity), from Above Costs								(In constant dollars)

				Cap.Cost		Ann.Cost		OAM		Royalty		Total				LCOE, (cent/kWh)

				$/kW		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr		$/kW/yr						Capital		OAM		Royalty		Total

										[b]

		Enhanced Flash System

		- EXPL+CONF		327		42		0		4		46				0.579		0.000		0.05		0.58

		- Field-Well		270		35		14.3		5		54				0.479		0.198		0.06		0.68

		- Field-Non-Well		75		10		98.7		11		119				0.134		1.366		0.14		1.51

		- Plant		874		112		52.7		0		165				1.548		0.729		0.00		2.09

		- Misc		81		10		0		1		11				0.144		0.000		0.01		0.14

		- TOTAL		1,627		208		165.7249102648		21		395				2.642		2.102		0.290		5.467

		NOTES - Group 1:

		1		Red Bold Font				Values imported from other sheet

		2		Bold blue backgound				Exported to output sheet

		3		There are more final cost resutlts and addtiional detailed notes on the page immediately below this.

		NOTE:		Detailed notes, [a], [b], etc. are on the bottom page of the Binary Basline System Sheet.



&A

Greg Mines:
extra depth for submersible

Greg Mines:
This calculates the total injection power based on inlet flow and indicated pressure rise and efficiency

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of all the injection required.  Injection pumps are not typically at each well- they are located within the plant.  This cost uses $700 per hp for the installed cost - fron IPE

Greg Mines:
This calc accounts for all the pumping for the fluid used - it is not an individual well power

Greg Mines:
This calc accounts for all the pumping for the fluid used - it is not an individual well power



10B.FL-Makeup

		GETEM				Flash Plant O&M Spreadsheet - System 1. Base Case

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Case Name				EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Sheet Last Modified:		1-Apr-05				G.Mines, INEL

				1.00						25%

				Operations		Maintenance		Office

				2		1.5		1

		40		2		1.5		1

		30		2		1.5		1

		20		2		1.5		1

		10		2		1.5		1

		5		2.00		1.50		1.00

		Plant size		50		MW

		# units		1

		Staff		#		hrs		mn-hrs		rate		mulitiplier		total

		Operators		2.00		8760		17520		$   20.00		2.6		$   911,040

		Maintenance

		mech		1.5		2000		3000		$   24.00		2.6		$   187,200

		elec		1.5		2000		3000		$   24.00		2.6		$   187,200

		general maintenace		1.5		2000		3000		$   17.50		2.6		$   136,500

		Office

		facility manager/plant engineer		1		2000		2000		$   40.00		2.6		$   208,000

		operations manager		1		2000		2000		$   30.00		2.6		$   156,000

		clerical		1		2000		2000		$   12.00		2.6		$   62,400

						20760		32520						$   1,848,340		total labor

						number of staff		16.26						$   227,760		field

														$   1,620,580		plant

												power		48.97		MW,net

												labor cost		$   37,746		per MW

										Plant O&M

												% of capital costs		1.5%

												Capital costs (M$)		43.117

												CW Chemical cost		$   312,981

												Chemical H2S treatment				have to add

												non labor O&M		$   959,738

												labor cost		$   1,620,580

												total plant O&M		$   2,580,318

										Field O&M

												% of well field development costs		1.0%

												well field development costs ($M)		$   70.06

												field,non-well capital ($M)		$   5.82

												well O&M		$   700,643

												non labor, non-well O&M		$   58,178

												labor O&M		$   227,760

												chemical doseage		1

												chemcial / inhibitors		$   11,483

												Operating life line shaft pump		4		years

												lineshaft		$   339,658		rework

												oil-downhole pump		$   20,795

												LS O&M		$   360,453

												Operating life submersible pump		3		years

												submersible		$   431,269		rework

												wells pumped		Y

														1.0

												Pump O&M		$   431,269

												well O&M		$   700,643

												field, non-well O&M		$   500,931

												field labor O&M		$   227,760

												Total Field O&M		$   1,429,334

												Total O&M		$   4,009,652

														$   1,429,334		field

														$   2,580,318		plant

														48,967		kW

														$   81.88		$/kW

														$   14.31		field-well

														$   14.88		field-non-well

														$   52.69		plant



&A

Greg Mines:
assign 25% of operator to field; remainder to plant

Greg Mines:
either cost with lineshaft or cost with submersible

Greg Mines:
This is the cost of the confirmation wells, injection wells and productioin wells - it does not include exploratory activities

Greg Mines:
This includes surface piping and injection pumps; it does not include downhole pumps

Greg Mines:
Assume cost of rework is $25K greater for lineshaft; installation period is 1/3 that of lineshaft

Greg Mines:
These values are exported to the "baseline-work" sheet

Greg Mines:
based on  chemical dosage of 10 ppm and chemical cost of $1.50/gal

Greg Mines:
based on dosage rate and cost of $10/gal

Greg Mines:
based on oil use of 2 ppm and cost of $4/gal

Greg Mines:
dosage rate is 1 ppm if pumped and 4 ppm if artesian

Greg Mines:
Multiplier used to change staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for operations staff

Greg Mines:
mulitiplier for maintenance staff

Greg Mines:
multiplier for office staff



20.Punch.List

		GETEM						Flash Plant Performance and Cost Details												Page 1 of 2 in sheet.

		Version						GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Flash Case Name						EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name						GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date						6/14/16

		Date Modified:		Sheet Last Modified:						1-Apr-05				G.Mines		INL

				Dual Flash Plant Performance																		Single Flash Plant Performance

				net power																		power

				be=		C*T^2  + C1*T + C2								C		0.0001010087						be=		C*T^2  + C1*T + C2								C		0.000103622

				be:		w-h/lb								C1		-0.011665509						be:		w-h/lb								C1		-0.0278283275

				T:		F								C2		-1.4068479033						T:		F								C2		2.6718136226

				effect of ncg																		effect of ncg

				power=		(D*T+D1) *PPM^D3								D		0.0000065						power=		(D*T+D1) *PPM^D3								D		0.0000065

				be:		w-h/lb								D1		0.0017						be:		w-h/lb								D1		0.0017

				T:		F								D2		0.66						T:		F								D2		0.66

				PPM		ncg'sin ppm																PPM		ncg'sin ppm

				house loads																						baseline								enhanced

				be=		E*T^2  +E1*T + E2								E		-0.0000010642						T,gf		C		400								400.00

				be:		w-h/lb								E1		0.0038423104						Tgf		F		752								752

				T:		F								E2		-0.7853787975						enhancement												1.10

																						ncg		ppm		200								200.00

				flow ratio lb,cw per lb.gf																		be'		w-h/lb		40.344								44.378

				m,c/m,g=		F*be^2  +F1*be+ F2								E		-0.01114						ncg impact		w-h/lb		0.217								0.217

				m,c/m,g:		lb,cw/lb,gf								E1		0.8957						be		w-h/lb		40.126								44.160

				be:		w-h/lb,gf -gross								E2		0.5589						be		w-h/kg		88.463								97.357

																						be,gross		w-h/lb		41.846								45.880

																						ideal be		w-h/lb		- 0								- 0

								baseline						enhanced												0%								0%

				T,gf		C		400						400

				Tgf		F		752						752

				enhancement										1.10

				ncg		ppm		200						200.00

				be'		w-h/lb		46.942						51.636

				ncg impact		w-h/lb		0.217						0.217

				be		w-h/lb		46.724						51.418

				be		w-h/kg		103.009						113.358

				be, gross		w-h/lb		48.444						53.138

				m,cw/m,gf				17.807						16.699

				ideal be		w-h/lb		- 0						- 0

								0%						0%

				GETEM				Sheet:		10A.  Flash Performance and Cost						Page 2 of 2 in sheet.

		Date Modified:		1-Apr-05						G.Mines		INL

				Dual Flash Plant Cost

														baseline				enhanced

										Condenser type				S				S

										NCG Removal				VP				VP

										# of Flash				2				2

										T,gf		C		400				400

										Tgf		F		752				752

										ncg		ppm		200				200

										H2S		ppm		2				2

										be,gross		w-h/lb		48.444				53.138

										be,net		w-h/lb		46.724				51.418

				Component & System		a		b		c		d		equip cost - $/kW,gr		equp cost - $/kW,net		equip cost - $/kW,gr		equp cost - $/kW,net

				GF Handling Equip		85		-0.91						$   2.49		$   2.58		$   2.29		$   2.36				$/kW= 85*be^-0.91

				Turbine-generator		588		-0.29						$   187.12		$   194.01		$   187.30		$   193.56				$/kW= 588*(MW)^-0.29						$/kW = 2950*(MW,gross)^-0.65

				Heat Rejection																		surface		$/kW = 137*be^-0.17

				baseline		137		-0.17						$   70.83		$   73.44						DC		$/kW=102.5*be^-0.13

				enhanced		137		-0.17										$   69.73		$   72.06

				Plant Auxillary		10.50		-0.17						$   5.43		$   5.63		$   5.34		$   5.52				$/kW = 10.5*be^-0.17

				Other equipment		13.50		0.005						$   13.76		$   14.27		$   13.77		$   14.23				$/kW = 13.5*be^0.005

				ncg removal																		jet		$/kW= 1.40*e^(3.26*lb,ncg/kW)

				baseline						15.00		0.58		$   15.04		$   15.59						VP		$/kW= 15*e^(0.58*lb,ncg/kW)

				enhanced						15.00		0.58						$   15.03		$   15.54

				suflur plant		1,135		0.59						$   2.94		$   3.05		$   2.78		$   2.88				$/kW = 1135*(lb.h2s/kW)^0.59

														$   297.61		$   308.56		$   296.24		$   306.15

										Multiplier						2.53				2.53

										Cost Change						1				1.00

										Annual escalation rate since 1996		%/yr				1%				1%

										50 MW Plant Cost		$/kW				$   862				$   856

										50 MW Plant Cost		$K				$   43,117				$   42,780

										plant size		MW				50.0				50.0

										cost exponent						0.75				0.75

										multiplier						1.0000				1.0000

										Unit cost		$K				$   43,117				$   42,780

												$/kW				$   862				$   856

		Calculation of Ideal Work																		glm 4

						Temp		Pressure		enthalpy		entropy		avail enrg

		resource		400		752		- 0		0		0

		ambient				60		14.7		0		0		0

		resource		400		752		- 0		0		0

		ambient				60		14.7		0		0		0

		For:		GETEM		Version 1.05 and following.  Dec. 15.2004



&C21.  FLASH Performancd and Cost (Both systems)

Greg Mines:
no ncg's present

Greg Mines:
no ncg's present

Greg Mines:
net power w/o effects of ncg removal

Greg Mines:
house power w/o effects of ncg removal

Greg Mines:
plant size is net power, exclusive of the brine pumping power

Greg Mines:
T-G set exponent is ~0.7; assume rest of equipment scales by~0.8

Greg Mines:
derived from IPE costs

Greg Mines:
derived from NGGPP study

Greg Mines:
calculation of available energy requires WinSteam add-in



21.Tests

		GETEM				Drawdown and Makeup for Flash Steam Systems

		Version				GETEM-2005-A3 (dje-July-06-05)

		Flash Case Name				EGS-WC Flash-150C-4km-2015-July 18 2005

		File Name				GETEM-2005-EGS 150C 2010 -sp-1C-July 18 2005

		Case Date				6/14/16

		Method:		Pressure drawdown under harmonic function.

		By:		DJE				May 11, 2005

		File:		DJE\2005\GETEM\DRWDWN\						MKUPFLSH		(Sheet 2)

		NOTE:		All values in this sheet assume discount rate is 10% per year.  DJE

		1. SYSTEM 1, BASELINE FLASH:

		A. Discounted value of power block output:

				Values:		X		X^2		X^3		X^4		1

				DD,%/yr		8.00		64		512		4096		1

				Coefic:		-0.03978592		0.00714425		-0.00055473		0.00001501		1.00000000

				Product:		-0.31828736		0.45723200		-0.28402176		0.06148096		1.00000000

				Sum:		0.9164

		B. Discounted number of makeup wells:

				Values:		X		X^2		X^3		1

				DD,%/yr		8		64		512		1

				Coefic:		0.620619		0.026016		-0.000988		0.000000

				Product:		4.964952		1.665024		-0.505856		0

				Sum:		6.1241

		2. SYSTEM 2 IMPROVED FLASH:

		A. Discounted value of power block output:

				Values:		X		X^2		X^3		X^4		1

				DD,%/yr		8.00		64		512		4096		1

				Coefic:		-0.03978592		0.00714425		-0.00055473		0.00001501		1.00000000

				Product:		-0.31828736		0.45723200		-0.28402176		0.06148096		1.00000000

				Sum:		0.9164

		B. Discounted number of makeup wells:

				Values:		X		X^2		X^3		1

				DD,%/yr		8		64		512		1

				Coefic:		0.620619		0.026016		-0.000988		0.000000

				Product:		4.964952		1.665024		-0.505856		0

				Sum:		6.1241

		Notes:		22		Input datum from another sheet.

				22		Input datum from this sheet

				22		Output result to another sheet.

		3. Effect of discount rates for both systems:

		INPUTS								OUTPUTS

		System Discount Rates								Sum of 1.0 discounted

		System				System				System				System

		FL-1				FL-2				FL-1				FL-2

		Baseline				Improved				Baseline				Improved

		10%				10%				9.4269				9.4269

		Calculations using closed form equations:

						Sys 1		Sys 2				Eq. For Sum

		a.		1 / (1 + d)		0.9091		0.9091				is:

		b.		Eq. For Sum		9.4269		9.4269

		c.		Unicost		0.1061		0.1061				S = a * (a^n - 1) / (a-1)





		GETEM				Punch List for Revisions after April 1, 2005

				Jul 06 05				Release of GETEM-2005-A3										Beta-1C Version						DJE

				(There is room for USER COMMENTS at bottom of this sheet.)

		1		Merge of Binary and Flash Sheets into a Single Master Working Sheet																$$		GLM		1-Apr-05

				a.Merge		b. Improve flash cost/perf.						c. Add single flash.								$$				1-Apr-05

		2		Open INPUTS sheet to accept Makeup rows																$$

				a. Binary inputs sheet						$$										$$				6-May

				b. Flash inputs sheet						$$										$$				12-May

		3		Open OUTPUTS sheet to show Makeup Rows																$$

				a. Binary sheet						$$										$$				9-May

				b. Flash sheet						$$										$$				12-May

		4		Binary Makeup Calcs Sheet:  Make up for enthalpy (temperature) drawdown.																$$				6-May

		5		Flash Makeup Calcs Sheet:  Make up for flow drawdown																$$				11-May

				(In Version 1.10B, disc. Rate here is FIXED at 10%.)

		6		Hook up Makeup Calcs sheets to System LCOE sheets:																$$				12-May

						Binary 1		Binary 2		Flash 1		Flash 2								$$				12-May

						$$		$$		$$		$$								$$				12-May

		7		Hook up System Sheets Drawdown Inputs to INPUTS Sheet																$$				12-May

						Binary 1		Binary 2		Flash 1		Flash 2								$$				12-May

						$$		$$		$$		$$								$$				12-May

		8		Hook up OUTPUTs sheet to Drawdown Outputs at Systems Sheet																$$				12-May

						Binary 1		Binary 2		Flash 1		Flash 2								$$				12-May

						$$		$$		$$		$$								$$				12-May

		9		Fill in empty top rows at 2.Summary sheet																$$				10-May

		10		Set up this punch list sheet																$$				10-May

		11		Test equation form of Sum(discounted value of 1) at flash makeup sheet.																$$				12-May

		12		Fix (mistake) in sum of DHP costs, at all System sheets.																$$				12-May

				(Version of Apr 1, 05 did not pay for DHPs at useable Confirmation wells.																$$				12-May

						Binary 1		Binary 2		Flash 1		Flash 2								$$				12-May

						9-May		9-May		12-May		12-May								$$				12-May

				(The change in the sheet is different for BINARY and FLASH.)																$$				12-May

				See shading				on those system sheets.												$$				12-May

		13		Fix disc. Rate from Binary 2 to originate at System.2 sheet, not Sys.1																$$				12-May

		14		Get new well cost correlations from A. Mansure, SNL																$$				May

		15		Build code for well costs, with extra multiplier																$$				May

		16		Set well costs into main working sheets.  Binary then Flash																$$				14-Jun

		17		Send Pre-BETA version to Mines and Mansure.																$$				14-Jun

		18		Check with NIX about distribution.																$$				15-Jun

				-		Development gang soonest headers are clean.

				-		Industry in about three months.

		19		Chat with Mines about what next.  OK.  Kit might review quickly.																$$				15-Jun

		20		Kit Bloomfield called.  He'll look pre-BETA over.																[]				15-Jun

		21		Left message for Chip Mansure																$$				15-Jun

		22		Designed standard headers, e.g., with CASE names.																$$				15-Jun

		23		Fixed headers at all sheets.																$$				16-Jun

		24		Unlocked all user input cells.						(See Sheet 21.Tests for HOW TO.)										$$				16-Jun

		25		Protected all sheets.																$$				16-Jun

		26		Transmitted to OUR GANG.  DJE																$$				16-Jun

		27		DJE (Ver 2005 A1) fixed a few improperly locked cells.  No change to formulas.																$$				29-Jun

		29		Sent to PETTY and VORUM only on Jun 29.																$$				29-Jun

		30		Petty notices some miswirings in FLASH on Jun 30.																$$				30-Jun

		31		Mines patches some input, and exploration factors.																$$				5-Jul

		32		DJE patches problems Petty found (30, supra).																$$				6-Jul

		33		DJE renames sheet GETEM-2005-A3-dje-BETA-1C-July-06-2005																$$				6-Jul

		34		DJE resends to GLM and SP for further testing and use.																$$				6-Jul

		35		[][] DJE to resolve Greenfield/Brownfield Exploration Issues																[][]

		99		Later, do explicit calcs for FLASH Makeup in sheet 10B, as per BINARY Makeup.

		USERS may enter more tasks below this line:

		101

		102





		21. Tests and Notes

		A.

				CELL LOCKING TESTED HERE

				Locked:				371

				Unlocked:				3333

		How To:

		1		With the sheet unprotected:

		2		Use cursor to select cell(s) for unlocking.  (Nominal condition is locked.)

		3		Go to:  FORMAT … Cells … Protection

		4		There:		At box for		[  ] Locked, toggle the Arrow there off (not there).

		5		DO 2 … 4 for all cells you want to have unlocked.

		6		Protect the sheet, as follows:.

				Go to:  Tools..Protection..Protect Sheet.   Enter the keyword (twice, as guided).



&C&A
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Economics
Low Temperature System

150°C at 5 km
• With current technology ~19.2¢/kWh
• With improved technology 7.4¢/kWh
• Areas for technology improvement

– Conversion cycle efficiency
• Improved HT pumping
• More efficiency binary cycle

– Drilling reduction/risk reduction
• Fewer casing strings
• Higher hard rock ROP
• Better measurement while drilling for HT 

(risk↓)
– Improved stimulation technology

• Higher flow per producer!
• Better zone isolation
• Better reservoir understanding

– Stress measurement
– Fracture ID
– Single well test methods

% of LCOE, Baseline System

Other w ellf ield-
Pipes, pumps, 
stimulation

Wells

Contingency

Exploration

Royalty

Pow er Plant

% of LCOE, Improved System

Other w ellf ield-
Pipes, pumps, 
stimulation Wells

Contingency
Exploration

Royalty

Pow er Plant
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Transmission Access
– Projects can be located near transmission lines
– Projects can be located away from scenic areas
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Environmental Impact of EGS
• Plant emissions

– No plant emissions with binary 
plants

– With flash plants, plant emissions 
extremely low, can be mitigated 

• Drilling and site preparation

– Relatively small land disturbance 

– Several wells drilled from one 100 
ft x 300 ft pad

– Plant is small, one story high

– Rock cuttings and reservoir fluids 
benign with EGS resources
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Scalable to big projects –
But with a small footprint

• 1000 MW Geothermal facility 
from 10 miles up

• 1000 MW Mine mouth coal 
project from 10 miles up
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Toolbox

Challenges

1. More power per producer

2. Big heat exchange areas

3. Stop/prevent short circuits

4. Stop/prevent or reverse reservoir plugging or too much 
dissolution

5. C02  EGS – Use CO2 as the working fluid in the EGS reservoir

6. Capital intensive – buying your fuel source upfront!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description for toolbox  and an Animation here pulling tools out of a toolbox, sent request to matt via e-mail 10/25/07 10.26am
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Affiliation

Presenter

Newberry
Role/Title

Team

Alain Bonneville

Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory

Executive Director

FORGE and NEWGEN 
FORGE Site

GOAL
Support DOE to demonstrate 
transformational science and 
technology in EGS through 
research at a world-class field 
laboratory. 



FORGE Objectives 
August 5, 2014 presentation by DOE (paraphrased)

o To design and test a rigorous & reproducible approach for developing large-
scale, economically sustainable heat exchange systems that will reduce 
industry development risk & enable development of 100+ GWe of EGS 
power. 

o Dedicated site where scientific and engineering community develop, test and 
improve new technologies and techniques in an ideal EGS environment. 

o Gain a fundamental understanding of the key mechanisms controlling EGS 
success 

o Comprehensive instrumentation and data collection to capture high-fidelity 
picture of EGS creation and evolution processes 

o Integrated comparison of technologies and tools in a controlled and well-
characterized environment 

o Rapid dissemination of technical data to the research community, 
developers, and other interested parties.



FORGE Requirements 
August 5, 2014 presentation by DOE

The ideal FORGE site is: 
o Well characterized, with high temperatures in the target formation in the range 

of 175-225 °C 
o Moderate permeability of order 10-16 m2, below the limit that typically supports 

natural hydrothermal systems 
o Target formation between 1.5-4 km depth, to avoid excessive costs 

associated with the drilling of new wells
o Must not be within an operational hydrothermal field 
o Does not stimulate or circulate fluids through overlying sedimentary 

units, if applicable. 

Other site selection considerations include: 
o Owner/lease holder commitment to the project 
o Environmental review and regulatory permitting
o Existing nearby infrastructure necessary for carrying out the operation of 

FORGE





IDAHO NATIONAL LABORATORY
Location: Snake River Plain, Idaho
Key Partners: Snake River Geothermal Consortium, which includes the 
2 National Labs, 6 universities, 2 consultants, 3 government agencies,
US Geothermal and Baker-Hughes.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST NATIONAL LABORATORY
Location: Newberry Volcano, Oregon
Key Partners: Oregon State University and AltaRock Energy, Inc.,          
GE Global Research, StatOil, others?

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Location: Coso, California 
Key Partners: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S. Geological 
Survey, University of Nevada-Reno, GeothermEx/Schlumberger, U.S. 
Navy, Coso Operating Company LLC, and Itasca Consulting Group

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Location: Fallon, Nevada
Key Partners: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S. Geological 
Survey, University of Nevada-Reno, GeothermEx/Schlumberger, U.S. 
Navy, Ormat Technologies Inc., and Itasca Consulting Group

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Location: Milford City, Utah
Key Partners: Utah Geological Survey, Murphy-Brown LLC, Idaho 
National Laboratory, Temple University, Geothermal Resources Group 
Inc., and U.S. Geological Survey

Phase 1 FORGE Teams
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The NEWGEN Consortium
Will Deliver a World-Class
Field Laboratory

LEADERS in geothermal 
energy development and
PARTNERS with strong ties 
to technology commercialization
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Newberry Volcano, Oregon

• The NEWGEN site is perfectly 
suited for FORGE, validated in 
the field, and is a low risk site 
based on existing permits, 
extensive physical and scientific 
infrastructure.

• The NEWGEN approach 
combines unique infrastructure 
with experienced administration 
of competitive, collaborative field 
research.



Ring of Fire / Quaternary Cascades Arc / Newberry

Newberry Volcano
 Major rear-arc complex 
 Adjacent to Cascades
 Mafic shield-form edifice
 In the transition to B&R
 >450 vents
 Largest volcano in Cascades!

USGS PP 1744, W. Hildreth, 2007



Previous Exploration and Research History

Frone, PHD Thesis, SMU, 2015

 1970’s  Santa Fe, Phillips Petroleum
 1980’s USGS, Universities, National 

Laboratories (1988 JGR special issue)
 Monument designation 1990
 CalEnergy 1992-1999 
 Davenport Newberry 2006-2008

 Geophysical Surveys
 Two deep wells drilled

 Seismic monitoring by the Cascade 
Volcano Observatory since 2011

 Dept. of Energy 2009-2015
 Davenport Innovative Exploration 

Project
 Newberry EGS demonstration
 OSU/NETL 4D EGS mapping

 Ongoing structural, geochemical, 
geophysical work by researchers at 
OSU, UO, DOGAMI, SMU, etc.
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Requirement: 175°C–225°C at 1.5–4 
km

Evidence: Deep wells confirm 
temperature range between ~1.6 and 
2.2 km

Linear temperature gradients indicate 
conductive heat flow

Thermal conductivity of 1.5–2.2 W/(m.K) 

Impact: Significant cost savings related 
to drilling and site infrastructure

NEWGEN meets FORGE temperature
requirements at shallow depths
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Requirement: Well 
characterized heat flow

Evidence: Seismic surveys 
showing tomographic fast/slow 
anomalies and recent 
volcanism supports heat 
source

Impact: Site has well-imaged 
heat source supplementing 
regional heat source, self-
consistent with thermal models

Newberry provides an ideal heat source 
at shallow depth
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Requirements: Well characterized 
thermal gradients and conductive 
heat flow regime

Evidence: The available 
temperature data on the west flank 
of the volcano can be explained by 
silicic sill intrusions recurring at a 
200,000 year rate over the 500,000 
year lifetime of the volcano.  
(Frone et al. 2014)

Impact: Enormous reservoir of 
heat with >2.4 GW potential

Multiple lines of evidence confirm NEWGEN target 
reservoir is a broad, shallow conductive heat flow 
anomaly

E W
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• Ideal temperature profiles 
validated by measurements in 
multiple deep wells

• Low permeability and absence of 
hydrothermal activity

• Enormous reservoir of heat with 
2.4 GW potential

• Builds on 40+ years of intensive 
characterization of Newberry 
Volcano

• Reduced uncertainties based on 
existing wells and a known 
seismic response to injection 
based on more than 4 years of 
microseismicity data

Conceptual Geologic Model confirms 
suitability of the site

Integrated Model



Conductive heat flow regime

Task 1.3  Development of conceptual geologic model

View from west to east of FORGE site

The west flank of the 
volcano (FORGE site) is 
separated from 
hydrothermal activity 
within caldera by an 
impermeable barrier 
zone; characterization 
work to-date finds an 
absence of hydrothermal 
activity in the FORGE site 
area

Results from 2014 EGS 
stimulation at 55-29 
consistent with low 
permeability in 
surrounding formations 
at reservoir depths of 2-3 
km

Low permeability in Newberry FORGE area; conductive rather than advective heat flow regime



Potential FORGE Site 1: Pad 17
Pad 17: 800 ft MSA hole 

• Elevation 5540 ft, 8 miles from HWY
• 5 acre pad and large sump
• 225m deep, cased well 

– Currently used for borehole seismometer
– Designed for 1000 m TCH 



Potential FORGE Site 2: 46-16

1900 m 175° C

blockage

2400 m         225° C

13 3/8”

• Sump and Water well 
• Deep geothermal well with 13 

3/8” casing 
• FORGE Sidetrack target?



Potential FORGE Site 3: 55-29

• Deep geothermal well 
• Water well
• Site of 5 year EGS Demonstration
• EGS fracture network created in 2014
• Production well planned and permitted
• 55-29 available now!

2000 m 225° C

3000 m     325° C



To conclude...

SUMMARY

• The NEWGEN Consortium will deliver a site ideal 
for EGS R&D to achieve DOE GTO goals and 
Objectives.

• Phase 1 lessons learned increase confidence in 
Geologic Model, strengthen team, expand 
options, and lead to earlier R&D start

• Deep expertise of leadership team ensures strong 
technical and management oversight

• Robust plan to engage research community in 
development of FORGE R&D strategy

• NEWGEN offers multiple options to test EGS 
technologies in parallel

• NEWGEN will be ready to start operation on Day 1 
of Phase 3

AN IDEAL SITE

TRACK RECORD

STRONG TEAM

ROBUSTNESS

FLEXIBILITY

START-UP ON DAY 1
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